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Now indexed in Web of Science

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:
Paul S. Weiss,
Distinguished Professor
of Chemistry and Physics,
The Pennsylvania
State University

We are pleased to announce that ACS Nano is indexed in the Web of
Science. To view a sample issue of ACS Nano, go to the web site
now: www.acsnano.org

Deﬁning nanoscience and nanotechnology
ACS Nano is a new international forum for the communication of
comprehensive articles on nanoscience and nanotechnology research at the
interfaces of chemistry, biology, materials science, physics, and engineering.
Moreover, the journal helps facilitate communication among scientists from
all these research communities in developing new research opportunities,
advancing the ﬁeld through new discoveries, and reaching out to scientists
at all levels.

ACS Nano includes studies on…
U

ASSOCIATE EDITORS:

Synthesis, assembly,
characterization, theory, and
simulation of…
o Nanostructures
o Nanomaterials and assemblies
o Nanodevices
o Self-assembled structures

U

Nanobiotechnology
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Nanofabrication

U

Methods and tools for
nanoscience and nanotechnology

U

Self- and directed-assembly

Dawn Bonnell
University of Pennsylvania
Paula Hammond
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
C. Grant Willson
University of Texas
at Austin

T order your 2008 ACS Nano institutional
To
ssubscription, contact your ACS Account
Manager or call 614-447-3674
M

1155 Sixteenth Street, NW
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Washington, DC 20036
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Stop Paying “Per Minute” Fees for Online Research!
“Per Minute” fees are left over from the 1980’s “dial-up” generation. It’s 2008. It’s the
Internet. So why pay “per minute” fees that elevate your costs?
; Cost-recovery option . . . 10-K Wizard has it.
; Low flat rates to cap your costs . . . 10-K Wizard has it.
; Comprehensive content . . . 10-K Wizard has it.
; Expert customer support and training . . . 10-K Wizard delivers it.
; Different data or features for different people/roles . . . 10-K Wizard delivers it.
; Instant passwords and account control tool . . .You’ll have it.
10-K Wizard can help you save hundreds or even thousands of dollars per month for
online SEC or company research. Stop the clock today. Your CFO will thank you. Your
clients will thank you. Your budget will thank you.
Call for a free trial - 1(800) 365-4608 or send a request to sales@10kwizard.com.
SEC EDGAR – STOCK DATA – COMPANY PROFILES – INTERNATIONAL REPORTS –
FUNDAMENTAL FINANCIAL DATA – PEER ANALYTICS – DATA EXTRACTION TOOLS

www.10kwizard.com
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INFO VIEW

Putting Meat on the Bones
Of Innovation Ideas for SLA

adapted to meet the needs of specialized
information professionals. When as many
members as possible participate, we can
even more confidently state that all of
our members give informed advice about
the information and technology challenges facing our users and enterprises.

Four initiatives will mark a year of new
activities in technology, learning, and
networking.
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BY STEPHAN ABRAM, SLA PRESIDENT

Well, we’ve returned from our successful annual Leadership Summit in
Louisville Kentucky. It was a wonderful exercise in lubricating the gears
of SLA. We talked; we networked; we
listed; we trained; we learned. SLA is
strong and the momentum is building.
Innovation is essential to a dynamic
organization. As Ranganathan famously wrote, “Libraries are growing organisms.” Library associations are, too.
We will ‘Innovate in 2008.’ Despite
our great members, I believe that it’s
clear we will face many challenges as
a profession and as an association in
the future. To remain successful, we
must become more flexible and adaptable. This means embracing innovation, pilots, and experimentation—and
learning together.
SLA members need to be empowered to educate themselves in as many
ways as possible. To that end I am
encouraging a few exciting initiatives in
2008 to complement our dynamic and
traditional chapter/division/unit, conference, newsletter, and Web site learning opportunities. We need to become
an advanced learning organization in
the best sense of our vision—where
all members look to SLA as a place to
learn physically and virtually. SLA has
made great strides, especially with Click
University and our conferences. Now
we need to turn up the heat a little.
Therefore, I am pleased to announce
the following groups will be working on
your behalf:

1

Cindy Romaine is leading a large
team of SLA volunteers and staff to
build and promote the SLA Innovation

Laboratory. This will be free to members through the SLA We site. Our
vision is of a virtual space that will
have dozens of licensed and free
software as well as thousands of video
tutorials for SLA members to engage
in learning useful technology, management, and leadership skills. It will
be a cost-free “sandbox” to play with
the technologies that will have an
impact on the success of our careers
and our organizations. You will be
able to build tools for your unit or
yourself, learning by doing.

2

Jill Hurst-Wahl is leading a small
team of SLA volunteers to create a
play area in Second Life for SLA. This
is a little “out there,” but it allows us to
meet the needs of members who want
to find, indeed experiment, with the
future for special libraries in that 3.0
virtual world environment. I expect it
will be fun, too, which is another one
of my goals for my fellow members. It’s
exciting and you’ll be able join it soon.

3

Deb Hunt is leading our SLA
Learning 2.0 team of SLA volunteers. The goal is to launch an international SLA version of the successful
and innovative “23 things, 15 minutes
a day” learning strategy at our annual
conference in Seattle in June. It will be

Gayle Gossen and Christina de
Castell are leading the SLA First
Five Years Task Force to survey and
offer great learning and networking
opportunities for new information professionals. It is essential to the longterm success of SLA that we fine tune
our value proposition to the emerging
SLA leaders of tomorrow. It seems a
cliché to say they’re our future, but
it’s true. Research shows that we have
to engage them in their first five years
as members to retain their talent in
our association.
We also need to spend time in
2008 reinforcing to all members the
wonderful progress SLA has made in
developing a modern learning suite of
services available exclusively to SLA
members, including the ebrary collection of more than 1,000 management and leadership e-books, Click
University and the free course of the
month, the SLA IRC Factiva alerts,
and the SLA NewsGator information
pro RSS feeds. There’s a lot more, but
this is enough to prove that there’s a
ton of value in our SLA membership
and what you get for your member ID
and password.
Like all presidents before me, I’d
like to cap off 2008 with happy members, more members, and members
better prepared for a widening range
of exciting opportunities available to
special librarians and information professionals. I know you’re up to it. Let’s
innovate and play. SLA

It is essential to the long-term success of SLA that we ﬁne tune
our value proposition to the emerging SLA leaders of tomorrow.
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INFO NEWS

EC Makes Computer-Assisted
Translation a Little Bit Easier
For
example,
Dept.
Deck translation pairs are available for Danish to
Lithuanian and back. Irish translations are pending.

The European Commission is taking
another step in its efforts to foster
multilingualism. The commission’s
collection of about 1 million sentences and their high-quality translations
in 22 of the 23 official European
Union languages—including those of
the new member states—is the largest in so many languages and is now
freely available.
This kind of data is highly sought
after by developers of machine translation systems in which automatic
translation software “learns” from
manually translated texts how words
and phrases are correctly and contextually translated. The data can
also help the development of other
linguistic software tools such as
grammar and spell checkers, online
dictionaries, and multilingual text
classification systems.
In a press release, Janez Potočnik,
European commissioner for science
and research, said, “This unique collection of language data contributes to the
creation of a new generation of software
tools for human language processing
and helps foster the competitiveness of
the language industry, which is already
one of the fastest growing industries in
the European Union.”
The E.U institutions have more multilingual texts than any other organization because of the. requirements that
E.U. law exist in each of its 23 official
languages. Its translation services
work with 253 possible language pair
combinations and produce around 1.5
million translated pages a year.
Whereas large amounts of translations of English or French texts can be
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found on the Internet, such resources
are scarce for languages such as
Latvian or Romanian, and they are
practically nonexistent for the combination of two languages for which few
resources exist.
To fill the gap, the commission,
through co-operation between its
translators and its in-house scientists, is releasing large collections
of sentences from legal documents
covering technical, political, and
social issues are available in 22 languages. In this translation repository
it is possible to find sentences with
their equivalent in all other official
languages. Only Irish translations are
not yet available.
The commission offers publicly
accessible news search sites covering up to 35 languages via its
European Media Monitoring tool.
For more information on the translation data see http://langtech.jrc.it/
DGT-TM.html. The European Media
Monitor can be found at http://emm.
jrc.it/overview.html. SLA

IT Innovation Challenge

Do you have an innovative solution
that could be used in the special
information environment? It could win
you a cash prize.
The SLA IT Division is looking for
entries that use technology creatively
to solve problems.
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The winner will be announced at
the 2008 SLA Annual Conference &
INFO-EXPO and receive US $1,200
to assist with the costs of conference
attendance.
Entries must include:
• A Word document explaining the
project’s proposed implementation
within the special library environment.
The project must have been engineered or implemented during 2008.
• A PowerPoint presentation and
online video explaining the project.
Include a link to the fully functioning project for judging.
• Full contact information of participant (e-mail and phone).
Entrants must be a member in good
standing with the SLA. Vendor
entries are prohibited. See the SLA
IT Division Website for more details:
http://units.sla.org/division/dite/innovationchallenge.html. SLA

KM at IFLA

The following item was inadvertently omitted from the December
Information Outlook report on the
2008 International Federation
of Library Associations and
Institutions conference:
The Knowledge Management
Standing Committee welcomed four
new members at the Durban, South
Africa, conference. One new member
was Jane Dysart, who was elected
as the 2007-09 Information Service
Officer. Judy Field was reelected
chair for 2007-09.
The section completed its second
full year by hosting its first preconference event, “Best Practices/
Lessons Learned,” attended by
55 people. The open session,
“Using Knowledge Management to
Facilitate Information Transfer in Our
Multicultural World” included 2008
SLA President Stephen Abram who
discussed “The Social Library: The

INFO NEWS

2.0 Phenomenon and KM.” He was
followed by other speakers. Despite
the late hour, the session was standing room only with about 500 people
in attendance. Several of the section’s
papers are available online at http://
infoserv.inist.fr/wwsympa.fcgi/info/
kmdg-1.
Planning has already started for
pre-conference sessions at future
conferences in Quebec (2008) and
Milan (2009). SLA

• 80 percent of collecting institutions
lack an emergency plan for their
collections and trained staff to carry
it out.
• 40 percent of institutions have no
funds allocated in their annual
budget for preservation and conservation.
Among the 851 institutional recipients, 236 are libraries or archives and
615 are museums. Most of the recipients have small budgets and staffs
and have demonstrated an urgent
need for the materials. SLA

Libraries Get Help
With Preservation

Writing for Information Outlook
Information Outlook welcomes queries from authors
about articles of interest to information professionals. For writer’s guidelines and a current editorial
calendar, see www.sla.org/content/Shop/Information/writingforio/index.cfm or write to editor@sla.
org. Please allow six to eight weeks for acceptance.
Letters to the Editor
Comments on articles or opinions on any topic
of interest to information professionals may be
submitted as letters to the editor. They should be
sent to editor@sla.org, with a subject line of “Letter
to Editor.” All letters should include the following:
writer’s name, SLA volunteer title (if applicable),
city and state, and phone number. (We won’t
publish the phone number; but we may wish to call
for veriﬁcation.) Letters may be edited for brevity
or clarity—or to conform to the publication’s style.
Letter writers will have an opportunity to approve
extensive editing prior to publication.
Permissions
Authors may distribute their articles as photocopies or as postings to corporate intranet or personal
Web sites—for educational purposes only—without
advance permission. In all cases, the reprinted
or republished articles must include a complete
citation and also reference the URL www.sla.
org/content/Shop/Information/index.cfm.

For Your Calendar
Some 851 museums, libraries,
and archives—representing every
state, the District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico—have been selected
to receive the IMLS Connecting to
Collections Bookshelf.
The contents of the bookshelf were
selected by a panel of conservation
experts. It includes a set of books,
online resources, and a user’s guide
designed to enhance the ability of
small libraries and museums to care
for their collections.
The Institute of Museum and
Library Services Bookshelf w as made
possible by a cooperative agreement with the American Association
for State and Local History and with
support from the Getty Foundation,
the Henry Luce Foundation, and the
Samuel H. Kress Foundation. It is
part of Connecting to Collections: A
Call to Action, an initiative by IMLS to
address the challenge described in
A Public Trust at Risk: The Heritage
Health Index Report on the State of
America’s Collections. The report concluded that:
• 190 million objects need conservation treatment.
• 65 percent of collecting institutions
have damaged collections due to
improper storage.

Info File

Sunshine Week, 19 March
OpenTheGovernment.org and other
organizations (including SLA) will
present a dialogue on Executive
Branch secrecy and more as part of
Sunshine Week. The event will be
held at the National Press Club in
Washington, D.C., and webcast to
sites around the U.S. from 1-2 p.m.
eastern U.S. time. For more information, see www.openthegovernment.
org/article/subarchive/109.

For permission to reprint Information Outlook
articles in other publications, write to editor@sla.
org. Include the issue in which the article was
published, the title of the article, and a description
of how the article would be used.
Subscriptions
Print subscriptions are available for US$ 125
per year, which includes postage to addresses in
the U.S. and other countries. To order a subscription, see www.sla.org/merchandise. Click “Publications” in the left column under “Categories,” then
scroll down to “Information Outlook Subscription.”
There is no discount to agencies.
Bulk subscription orders may be sent by postal mail
to: Information Outlook Subscriptions, 331 South
Patrick Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, USA. Enclose
payment with the order to avoid delays in activation.

National Library Legislative
Day, 13-14 May

Online subscriptions are included with membership
and are not available to non-member subscribers.

Information professionals are invited
to Washington, D.C., to participate
with SLA and other organizations in
the two-day event that will focus on
advocacy and issue training sessions,
interaction with Capitol Hill insiders
and visits to Congressional offices to
support legislation that backs libraries. For more information and to
register, see www.ala.org/ala/washoff/
washevents.

Claims
Claims for missing issues should be sent to
subscriptions@sla.org. Claimants should include
full name and address of the subscriber and
volume and issue numbers of missing issues.
Provision of additional information—such as purchase date of subscription, check number, invoice/
account number—may reduce processing time.
Membership
Inquiries about SLA membership should be sent to
membership@sla.org.
To update your address or other account information, to join SLA, or to renew your membership, go
to www.sla.org/content/membership/index.cfm and
select the appropriate item from the menu in the
left column.
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Precise thinking
requires
precise searching.

With STN, you can find exactly the science and technology information your business needs to
make important decisions. A change in molecular stereochemistry can radically alter the strategic direction

of your entire research project and possibly your entire company. That’s why STN gives you so many ways
to research substances, your competitors, and your industry. Our tightly integrated system ties together published
research, journal literature, patents, structures, stereochemistry, trade names, physical properties, sequences,
and other data from the world’s largest collection of chemical substance information—
CAS REGISTRY.SM So when you’re dealing with issues vital to your business, use
STN and get the results you want. Precisely.

NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

JAPAN

CAS
STN North America
Phone: 800-753-4227 (North America)
614-447-3700 (worldwide)
Internet: www.cas.org

FIZ Karlsruhe
STN Europe
Phone: +49-7247-808-555
Internet: www.stn-international.de

JAICI (Japan Association for
International Chemical Information)
STN Japan
Phone: +81-3-5978-3621
Internet: www.jaici.or.jp

INFO SITES

This Blog Compiles Substantive
Research from Other Bloggers
And
the inside scoop on Wall Street, business, and
Dept.forDeck
anything else that comes to Jeff Matthews’s mind, here’s
another blog of note.
BY CAROLYN J. SOSNOWSKI, MLIS

Research Blogging
www.researchblogging.org

Here’s a blog that compiles posts
about peer-reviewed research from
other blogs. It’s one-stop reading for
those who are looking for substantive
content in a world where authority is
not always present. Blog authors who
want their posts on Research Blogging
sign up for an account and use RBprovided tools to create a citation in
their post, notify RB about it, and post
an icon to identify relevant content to
readers. Back at Research Blogging,
readers can view all the posts, or just
those in their area of interest…philosophy, economics, and astronomy, to
name just a few of the categories. Both
you and your clients may want to use
these tools and spread the word.

analyst, gets to the bottom of what
companies are doing, and why, and
the implications of those actions. From
concerns of global interest (the U.S.
dollar’s decline) to what’s happening
around him (observations about the
new Starbucks in town), you are sure
to chuckle or even learn a thing or two
about business and finance from the
posts and thoughtful reader comments.

choose and their style). What I like:
You can view the artist list for a particular genre, and even add artists to a
station to make it your own. Or, create
stations based on your artist preferences. As with Pandora, you can skip
a limited number of songs in a playlist,
but with a subscription to Slacker’s
premium service, you can create a
library of songs that you can play anytime and skip without limit.

Skin Deep: Cosmetic
Safety Database
http://cosmeticsdatabase.com

From the Environmental Working
Group (www.ewg.org), a site that rates
the safety of personal care products
(more than 27,000) by comparing
product ingredient lists and directions
for use with information available from
clinical studies and toxicity and regulatory databases. EWG’s methodology
in determining ratings is explained
in great detail…but the ratings are
easy to search, review, and sort. Read
about your favorite products by type
(toothpaste, sunscreen, makeup, eye
drops, even fragrance), or search the
database. The advanced search tool
allows you to include ingredient and
health concern parameters, as well as
truncate terms.

Update for Catalog Choice
Slacker Personal Radio
www.slacker.com

Member Paul North recommends
Slacker, an Internet radio service similar to Pandora. Play stations by genre
(comedy, country, and everything in
between) or by artist (a mix of bands
with an emphasis on the one you

(www.catalogchoice.org): The site has
added a color-coded system to indicate the status of catalog cancellation
requests, which will surely be appreciated by the now nearly 600,000
people who’ve signed up to participate in the service. SLA

Jeff Matthews Is Not
Making This Up
http://jeffmatthewsisnotmakingthisup.
blogspot.com

Jeff Matthews provides an inside,
often irreverent but definitely informed,
view of the business world. Matthews,
a former New York City brokerage

CAROLYN J. SOSNOWSKI , MLIS, is SLA’s information
specialist. She has 10 years of experience in libraries, including
more than four years in SLA’s Information Center. She can be
reached at csosnowski@sla.org.
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FOCUS: CAREERS

L

ibrarians constantly hear the
“gloom and doom.” Libraries
are closing! Library budgets
are being cut! Librarians are
being replaced by the Internet!
Now for the good news: A few months
back at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, home of
U.S. Army military intelligence training,
this writer was astonished by comments
from Eliot Jardines, the new assistant
deputy director of national intelligence
(DNI) for open source. Jardines was
proposing a new role for librarians in the
reformation of the intelligence community—a role in which librarians would
work alongside intelligence analysts and
linguists and be used as open-source
experts and champions. This article
presents highlights of an ambitious
plan that provides new opportunities for
librarians to be part of a “unique time

10

in history, a time when open sources
are poised to reinvent the world of intelligence” (Jardines, 2006).
The terms “open source” or “OS” in
this article do not refer to the computer
term meaning software whose source
code is publicly available. OS in the
intelligence world means the unclassified secondary sources available to
the general public and found in most
research libraries—books, commercial
databases, journals, and newspapers.
OS also refers to brochures, pamphlets,
advertisements, catalogs, radio and
television broadcasts, and the Internet.
Open-source intelligence (OSINT) is
intelligence gained from unrestricted,
unclassified, non-secret sources, unlike
its classified, secret counterparts, such
as signals intelligence(SIGINT), imagery intelligence (IMINT), and human-

INFORMATION OUTLOOK V12 N03 MARCH 2008

source intelligence (HUMINT).
When information is secret, it cannot
be shared with those who need it the
most—like the first responders. It is very
difficult to share below the federal level
with firefighters, police, etc. The value
of open source is that it can be shared
without compromising national security.
Robert David Steele, a 25-year veteran
of the U.S. national security community,
author of several best-selling books, and
long-time crusader of the OS movement,
sums up the problem:
“The problem with spies is that they
only know secrets… We need a ‘new
craft of intelligence’ that can access
and digest the broad historical, cultural,
and current events knowledge that is
available openly in over 29 languages—
by exploiting these open sources we
can create open-source intelligence, or

FOCUS: CAREERS

Intelligence Reform
Brings New
Opportunities for
Info Pros
BY VEE HERRINGTON

Ninety percent of intelligence comes from open sources. The other 10 percent,
the clandestine work, is just the more dramatic. The real intelligence hero is
Sherlock Holmes, not James Bond (Friedman, 1998)
—Lieutenant General Sam Wilson, former director,
Defense Intelligence Agency

OSINT, suitable for informing our public
as well as our state and local authorities
and our international partners, as to the
threats to our nation” (Steele, 2002).

Intelligence Reform
When terrorists hit the World Trade
Center on 11 September 2001, the intelligence community was changed forever.
It is now recognized that our vast intelligence community consisting of around
1615 major agencies needs to become
more unified, coordinated, and effective. One of the reforms called for by the
9/11 Commission was the appointment
of John Negroponte as the first director of National Intelligence (DNI). Prior
to the creation of this agencythe DNI,
the head of the intelligence community
was the director of central intelligence
(DCI) who also concurrently served as

the director of the CIA. Negroponte’s
appointment signaled the end of the
CIA’s dominant intelligence position .
This new approach to national intelligence calls for integration and innovation; it represents a far-reaching reform
of previous intelligence practices and
arrangements. One of Negroponte’s
reform objectives is to make the best use
of all-source intelligence, including from
open sources, on the most difficult targets (The National Intelligence Strategy,
2005). All-source intelligence is usually
defined as products, organizations, and
activities that incorporate all sources of
information, most frequently including
human-resources intelligence, imagery
intelligence, measurement and signature intelligence, signals intelligence,
and open-source data in the production
of finished intelligence.

As a result of the Weapons of
Mass Destruction Commission Report
in 2005, the CIA’s Foreign Broadcast
Information Service (FBIS) was renamed
the Open Source Center, and would be
the foundation for the Intelligence community-wide virtual open-source intelligence (OSINT) capability. Jardines
was appointed by Negroponte as the
assistant deputy director of national
intelligence for open source.
Jardines’ goal is to create a National
Open Source Enterprise. Webster’s
Dictionary defines an enterprise as a
project or undertaking that is especially
difficult and complicated. Jardines’ goal
of reinventing intelligence by promoting, embracing, and exploiting opensource resources fits the definition of
an enterprise—it is a huge undertaking
and it will be difficult and complicated.
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However, this challenge may provide
new opportunities for librarians—if they
are willing to move from their comfort
zone and embrace new challenges.

What is OSINT?
Librarians have been focusing on
open-source information for thousands
of years. However, they usually do not
call it “open source”—they just refer to
the books, journals, and newspapers
in the library. Most people outside the
intelligence community think of intelligence as classified, clandestine, and
considerably more valuable than its
unclassified counterpart, open-source
intelligence, or OSINT.
However, the world of intelligence
is more than just James Bond cloakand-dagger intrigue. Recall the 1970s
movie, Three Days of the Condor. CIA
agents just read books. They did not
skulk or spy—they just read. These
agents were more of an ordinary, literary type—more like a librarian than a
James Bond. However, these literary
CIA agents were all killed because they
had stumbled onto an intelligence plot
in a novel. This movie illustrates nicely
that information does not have to be
classified or secret to be valuable.

OSINT is a process in which opensource resources are used for the production of intelligence. The intelligence
community has used open sources for
decades, although not always using
that terminology. Allen Dulles in The
Craft of Intelligence (1985) says that
the collection of foreign intelligence is
accomplished “in a variety of ways, not
all of them either mysterious or secret.”
Dulles used the term “overt intelligence,” which is information “derived
from newspapers, books, learned and
technical publications, official reports
of government proceedings, radio, and
television. Even a novel or a play may
contain useful information about the
state of a nation.”

The Value of Open Source
The Intelligence Reform and Terrorism
Prevention Act of 2004 states that
“open-source intelligence is a valuable
source that must be integrated into the
intelligence cycle to ensure that United
States policymakers are fully and completely informed.”
The 2005 Commission on the Weapons
of Mass Destruction Report concurs:
“The need for exploiting open-source
material is greater now than ever before…

The ever-shifting nature of our intelligence needs compels the intelligence
community to quickly and easily understand a wide range of foreign countries
and cultures… information often detailed
in open sources… open-source information provides a base for understanding
classified materials… the amount of classified information produced on any one
topic can be quite limited, and may be
taken out of context if viewed only from a
classified-source perspective.”
Jardines writes in the April 2006 strategic plan for the National Open Source
Enterprise that “we must come to terms
with the fact that the fount of human
knowledge resides largely outside the
intelligence community and is available principally through open sources.”
Jardines calls the exploitation of open
sources the 80-percent solution. This
quote is attributed to Dulles, the first
civilian director of the CIA (1953-1961),
who estimated in 1947 that more than
80 percent of the information required
for guidance of our national policy was
available in open sources.
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, testifying before a 1997 Senate hearing
on government secrecy, put the percentage even higher than 80 percent.

Figure 1: National Open Source Enterprise Goals

Goal 1

Source of First Resort.
Open source is the source of ﬁrst resort for all disciplines and the precursor for clandestine and technical collection.

Guild.

Goal 2

Our people are empowered by a guild of experts who champion the use of open sources, by universal training in open-source
exploitation, and by embedding open sources in the work of all disciplines.

Goal 3

Global Input.

Goal 4

Single Architecture.

Global input ensures the broadest range of information with relevant sourcing background is accessible to all consumers.

A single open-source architecture provides optimum access to information acquired once and shared with all.

Open Source Works.

Goal 5

A robust Skunk Works®-like capability anticipates and capitalizes on emerging opportunities driving innovation in tradecraft,
analysis, and technology.

The name “Skunk Works” and the skunk design are now registered trademarks of the Lockheed Martin Corporation. The term originated in 1943. The “
Skunk Work” was responsible for many innovations and technical achievements in building aircraft. The Skunk Works used an unconventional organizational approach and encouraged innovation.
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“The problem with spies is that they only know secrets…
We need a ‘new craft of intelligence’ that can access and
digest the broad historical, cultural, and current events
knowledge that is available openly.”
He reported that George F. Kennan,
professor emeritus at the Institute for
Advance Study in Princeton, set the figure at more than 95 percent. Mohnihan
testified that Kennan, at the age of 93,
wrote a letter to the Senate committee
regarding secret intelligence. Kennan
proposed that the secrecy system used
today in the government is based largely on the Stalin era. Even though the
Soviet communist regime has disappeared, the system remains largely
intact today. Kennan wrote:
“It is my conviction, based on some
70 years of experience, first as a government official and then in the past 45
years as an historian, that the need by
our government for secret intelligence
about affairs elsewhere in the world
has been vastly over-rated. I would say
that something upwards of 95 percent
of what we need to know about foreign
countries could be very well obtained
by the carefully and competent study
of perfectly legitimate sources of information open and available to us in the
rich library and archival holdings of this
country” (U.S. Congress, 1997).
It does not matter if it is an 80-percent or 95-percent solution; the fact is
that OSINT is needed if the intelligence
system is going to be reformed.

The Open Source Guild
The articulation of the goals of the
National Open Source Enterprise was
one of the first steps in the enormous
task of reinventing the world of intelligence. Jardines writes, “The task before
us is to develop the expertise, tools,
and culture of sharing to best harvest
the knowledge we need. Ignoring open
sources is no longer an option; they must
be viewed as the source of first resort.”
The goals for the National Open
Source Enterprise are in the preliminary
planning stage. Goal No. 2 calls for a
“Guild of Experts” who champion the

use of open sources by universal training in open-source exploitation and by
embedding open sources in the work of
all disciplines. Librarians and information specialists would be recognized
and used as open-source champions
and would be an important part of the
Guild. (See Figure 1.)
The guild concept has existed for
centuries. It has had different meanings
throughout history but usually refers to
an association of people of the same tradecraft, pursuits or interests; a guild is
made up of experienced and confirmed
experts in their field. Guilds today often
have apprenticeship programs and are
capable of exercising control in a field.
One example would be the Screen
Actors Guild, which has strict rules for
competing within the film and television
industry in America.
Guilds historically have had a tremendous impact upon a profession. The
National Open Source Enterprise aspires
for the Guild to take “ownership of the
open-source profession and shape its
future” (Working Group, 2006).
Since 1991, there has been a networked group of professional librarians
representing the intelligence community, although not specifically focusing on open-source resources. This
“guild” has monthly meetings and
a listserv and engages in active networking. The Intelligence Community
Librarians’ Consortium (ICLC) comprises librarians and information professionals from the various intelligence
agencies, such as the CIA; the National
Geo-Spatial Intelligence Agency; the
National Security Agency (NGA), NSA;
the National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO); the National Ground Intelligence
Agency; the FBI; (NGIC) and the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps
intelligence agencies. The Open Source
Enterprise proposes that this intelligence librarian’sthe ICLC organization

could be used as the inspiration to
design a broader Guild of open-source
analysts and information specialists.

Implementing the Guild
The plan calls for the DNI Open Source
Center to be the “center of excellence”
for the Guild. However, instead of just
being staffed with career open-source
officers (CIA-types), librarians and other
information professionals would be
included in the Guild. The Open Source
Enterprise foresees mentoring and
scholar exchanges, internships, scholarresidence programs, and even an Open
Source Academy to train open-source
practitioners (Working Group, 2006).
Networking within and outside the opensource community would be crucial.
The enterprise plan suggests that one
way for librarians to gain open-source
intelligence skills would be to embed
them across the intelligence community
in analytic/operational units. Librarians
could demonstrate their capabilities and
also learn the mission drivers. Crossagency mentoring programs throughout
the intelligence community and private
sector would establish an exchange of
experts and serve as a training environment for aspiring Guild librarians. With
certification programs, performance
standards, career ladders, mentoring
programs, and even an academy, librarians would learn intelligence analysis and
techniques and demonstrate that they
offer value-added skills to the Guild.

Battlefield or Marketplace
For the Guild to be successful, talent
from all disciplines needs to be used—
academic, industry, and government.
For example, the field of business/
competitive intelligence might be flush
with potential open-source intelligence
champions. This author worked as a
librarian in competitive intelligence for
a large international corporation before
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becoming the chief of the U.S. Army
Military Intelligence Library.
There are many similarities in the two
fields. Without getting into a formal doctrine definition, the simplest definition of
military intelligence can be attributed to
Sun Tzu in The Art of War: “Know thine
enemy.” This definition also works for
business and competitive intelligence.
In order to win on the battlefield, or in
the marketplace, intelligence about the
enemy (or competitor) is necessary. As
Figure 2 illustrates, the cycle is very
similar for both competitive intelligence
and military intelligence.
Librarians have already successfully
made the transition from a traditional
library setting to a corporate business
intelligence environment. Competitive
intelligence (CI) literature suggests that
the library would be a strategic asset
for the intelligenceCI function and that
96 percent of the leading intelligence
companies, such as Kodak, are looking
to use the library in this capacityto the
CI function (Prescott, 2001).

Challenges
Librarians, for the most part, are not
recognized as open-source experts in
the intelligence community, even though
they have been working with opensource resources for decades. For librarians to be taken seriously as a valueadded member of the Guild, they need
to develop analysis skills and techniques
and a broad understanding of the entire
spectrum of open-source analysis. This
challenge can be remedied through
a training program to help librarians
understand the intelligence cycle.
Librarians also have the challenge of
changing their image. Librarians possess
research and searching skills, but these
skills are often not recognized by the intelligence community. Librarians need a good
marketing campaign and need to self-promote and become more proactive.
In addition, a name change might
be in order. Most professionals are
not named after a physical building in
which they have traditionally worked.
Perhaps the librarian profession should
consider a name change to better
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Figure 2: Competitive intelligence and military intelligence have a similar process. Intelligence
begins with a requirement. After collecting and analyzing information, the process ends with the
dissemination or reporting of the intelligence product.

describe the skills they offer—such
as “open-source research specialist”
or “open-source officer.” In a recent
article, David Grossman sums up the
problem with the librarian’s image: “As
long as the gap exists between the
popular view of librarians and the actual
skills of the folks who are information
and database experts, the more likely
potential employers will skip over folks
who cling to the “L” word” (2006).
Historically, the mission of a research
library has been to acquire information
(the collection), organize it, preserve it,
and make it available. The mission of
the intelligence analyst is also to acquire
and organize information; however, this
information is then analyzed and turned
into intelligence (OSINT).
Presently, librarians use open-source
resources, but most do not create opensource products. The intent of Goal
No. 2 in Figure 1 is to move librarians beyond the “collect-and-organize”
or “search-and-retrieve” stage and get
them engaged in creating open-source
products and services in both physical and virtual formats. In addition
to librarians working on complicated
intelligence requests, they could also
create collaborative intelligence-sharing
products featuring social software, such
as “expertise finders” and blogs.
Many librarians will have to change
their mindset about collaborative publishing, such as wikis. Most rue at the
thought of no “authority control” over
published information. The Intellipedia
is the intelligence community’s online
wiki that lets anyone add or edit con-
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tent on a topic easily, using only a Web
browser. The future calls for social
software that link people and not repositories of information. The new “Digital
Generation” or “Digital Native” embraces blogs and wikis and is changing the
world of collaborative applications.
A paper presented at the 2003
Australian Library and Information
Association Conference discusses the
role of the information professional as a
key player in the intelligence cycle, both
in competitive intelligence and military
intelligence cycles. It said that the information professional should work alongside the analyst. An analyst is rarely
trained in information science and generally knows little about metadata management, like indexing and abstracting.
The information professional understands searching techniques and the
nature and characteristics of information sources. Information professionals
should “help the analyst with their judgments and conclusions, back up their
work with further research, help them to
validate and revalidate their work, and
become a key part of the overall quality
control process” (Ford, 2003).

The Greatest Challenge
The problem of creating a culture of
sharing is the greatest challenge of the
OSINT movement. Knowledge management professionals have been wrestling
with this issue for the past decade. KM,
like intelligence, has the challenge of
bringing the right information to the
right people at the right time. One huge
advantage of using open-source infor-
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mation instead of classified sources
is that OSINT can be shared. Sharing
and collaboration are major goals of
the National Open Source Enterprise.
However, the intelligence community
has to undergo a huge change in culture by shucking secrets and embracing openness and sharing.
When reading the plan for the
National Open Source Enterprise, the
application of knowledge management
principals is apparent. The plan teems
with KM terminology and calls for the
Enterprise to:
• Become a “culture of sharing.”
• Capture open-source information
and share appropriately.
• Foster open-source architecture
collaboration.
• Utilize and capture best practices.
• Leverage and share.
Knowledge management is the management of the intellectual capital of an
organization. Involving people and technology, KM promotes the identification,
capture, retrieval, sharing, and evaluation
of information assets. Although the idea
behind KM seems logical, research has
shown the failure rate of these KM projects to be around 50 percent (Akhavan,
2005). Reasons for these failures are
usually attributed to culture and people
issues, not technology. Ambrosia (2000)
says the most common error is failure
to coordinate efforts between information technology and human resources
and to rely too heavily on technology.
Knowledge managementKM is about
people and culture. The technology is
only the enabler.
If intelligence reform is going to focus
on the culture of sharing, then the intelligence community needs to learn from

the mistakes made by KM. It is apparent that the intelligence community has
had problems with sharing information.
Changing this culture is one of the biggest obstacles in intelligence reform.
Testimony regarding intelligence reform
before the Senate in 2004 states:
“Intelligence community players have
overwhelming cultural and bureaucratic
incentives not to share their information
with each other or with those outside
the community. These include a natural
impulse to hoard information to protect
turf, and a deeply ingrained passion for
secrecy. Domestic agencies and foreign agencies, in particular, traditionally
have resisted sharing information with
each other. Yet our nation has learned
with painful clarity that failure to share,
coordinate, and connect available intelligence can have devastating consequences” (U.S. Congress, 2004).

Community Power
The OS Enterprise vision of sharing
open-source intelligence via collaborative technology tools fits right into future
predictions about the 21st century. In
Thomas L. Friedman’s book, The World
is Flat, the author discusses changes
taking place in the world. Because
of advances in technology and communication, globalization is shrinking
the world. He lists 10 forces that have
flattened the world lists—No. 4 being
“Uploading: Harnessing the Power of
Communities.”
Friedman says that decentralized
collaboration is tapping the innovative
power of the community (2006). Many,
many “brains” around the globe working on a problem are better than just
one expert. Because of technology, the
world has no borders. Collaboration

Sharing and collaboration are major
goals of the National Open Source
Enterprise. However, the intelligence
community has to undergo a huge
change in culture by shucking secrets
and embracing openness and sharing.

tools are providing the infrastructure
so an expert from India or Hong Kong
can just as easily work on a problem as
someone living in New York City.
Friedman tells the story of a Canadian
gold-mining company, Goldcorp, which
decided to “tap the innovative power
of the world.” The company offered
a prize to “fortune hunters wielding,
not picks and shovels, but geologicalmodeling software and database mining tools” (Friedman, 2006). Goldcorp
offered to share all of its geological data
online and challenged the geological
community worldwide to find the next
6 million ounces of gold, with the top
award of $105 thousand.
Almost 1,500 scientists, engineers,
and geologists from 50 countries downloaded the company’s data and did
“virtual open-source mining.” Goldcorp
took a big risk, but decided that to do
business the old way was even a bigger risk. The mining community was
dumbfounded by such an unorthodox
approach to mining. To give away company secrets was just not done in the
traditional mining industry. A company
from Australia, which had never set foot
in the mine, won the prize. However,
the big winner was Goldcorp—four of
the top targets have been mined, and
they have hit gold on all four.
Collaboration using social software is
predicted to replace spies and secrets.
Steele talks about “collective intelligence” and the combined brain power
of large groups of people. In a Forbes
article, Steels says, “The new craft of
intelligence requires all the players to
function as part of a team, and asks
them to win however they can. It uses
the collective wisdom of all the participants. It encourages the crowd to participate. Open-source intelligence harnesses what everyone sees and knows. It
changes the rules of the game” (2006).

Reinventing the Profession
This is all very exciting—the intelligence community undergoing a transformation with fewer spies and secrets
and more open-source communities
of sharing. Classified silos of information being supplanted by a bottom-
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up initiative in which information can
be shared with the first responders.
Librarians flinging off their traditional
role and working alongside intelligence
analysts. Librarians becoming opensource experts and champions of intelligence reform.
Peter F. Drucker, the father of management, says that managing is not just
passive, adaptive behavior. It means taking action to make the desired results
come to pass, and it implies responsibility
for attempting to shape the environment
(Drucker, 1992). Jardines’ vision is for the
Guild to take ownership of the profession
and shape its future. Campbell lamented
back in the 1990s that librarians cling
desperately to the old ways and need
to choose their future (1993). This is
a unique time in history when open
sources are poised to reinvent the world
of intelligence and librarians have the
chance to reinvent themselves. SLA
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Four for the Air
and the Sea
NOAA LIBRARIANS TOOK DIFFERENT PATHS TO THE PROFESSION.
BY FORREST GLENN SPENCER

T

he National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration
is a small agency within the
mammoth federal government. Yet every
aspect of this organization affects the
daily life of virtually every American:
weather forecasting service, coastal protection monitoring, atmospheric studies,
and management of marine resources.
Founded in 1970, NOAA is a collection of several government predecessors: scientific offices that study the
oceans and atmospheric conditions,
which have an economic impact, and
have been examined since the Thomas
Jefferson presidency.
As with any scientific organization,
researchers and scientists collect their
data findings in reports, which have
to be catalogued and stored for future
evaluation and reference. Within NOAA,
under the National Environmental
Satellite, Data, and Information
Service (NESDIS), operates as the
agency’s special librarians—men and
women who are responsible for the
vast repository of climatic and coastal
data, including four SLA members in
the Washington, D.C. region: Kathy

Kelly, Gulnar Nagashybayeva, Stanley
Elswick, and Michelle K. Campbell.
These are their stories.

KATHY KELLY
Kathy Kelly did not intend to become a
professional librarian—or, for that matter,
one who specialized in environmental
librarianship for the federal government.
Yet here she is, a full-time contractor
for NOAA who works as the marine protected areas librarian for the National
Marine Protected Areas Center; a reference librarian at NOAA’s central library
in Silver Spring, Maryland; and the project manager for the InfoCurrent contractors who work at NOAA. InfoCurrent
is an employment-staffing agency that
places information specialists in government, corporate, or academic workplaces. About half of NOAA’s central library
staff is contracted through InfoCurrent,
and Kelly serves as the liaison between
client and company.
“My understanding is that we’re one
of the few worksites where the company
has such a large contracting staff, so
they needed a site manager,” Kelly

said. “When I was at the EPA, the entire
library staff in the chemical library was
contracted out, and while each library
had a federal project manager as an
oversight person, those persons were
in a different area of the building. Here
at NOAA, I’d say we work more seamlessly, with a lot of teamwork between
the federal and contracting staff.”
When she’s not dealing with the staffing issues, she serves part of her time as
an embedded librarian for the NMPAC.
“I attend their meetings,” she began,
“I maintain a content database on MPA
literature that gets updated on their Web
site each month. I work with their webmaster and I send them input for their
newsletter once a week. I send them a
notable additions page once a month to
add to their Web site and I send them
citation alerts about MPA literature that
I set up in LexisNexis or derive from the
monthly Procite database.”
In 2000, President Bill Clinton issued
Executive Order 13158 that laid the
groundwork for establishing a comprehensive national system of marine protected areas in the United States, and
also directed NOAA to start a Marine
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Frequent queries from external patrons are for climate data for a
particular date. It could be an insurance company looking into a
claim, people wanting to know the weather on the day they were
born, or someone researching the history and eﬀects of hurricanes.
Protected Areas Center and to carry out
the requirements of the order.
“The purpose for the order was to
coordinate areas that already exist with
setting up new ones as necessary, and
determining that the areas are scientifically based and that people are working
in conjunction to protect these areas,”
Kelly said. “NMPAC also addresses protected areas in the country such as estuaries, fishery-closure areas, and wetlands. We collect literature on all those
types of MPAs and we input them into
the MPA library database, which contains conference proceedings, notices of
upcoming conferences, reports, journal
articles, books, Web sites, and list of
institutions and organizations involved in
marine protected areas.”

Funding Cutbacks
Originally, Kelly was hired to work in the
MPA Center full time, but funding cutbacks forced her to allocate only a portion of her time there. For the remainder
of her job, she is a reference librarian
in NOAA’s central library, which serves
the entire agency, providing access to
the wealth of literature that this federal agency and its predecessor agencies have collected since 1807 when
Thomas Jefferson commissioned the
survey of the coast.
“The library provides access to oceanographic, fisheries, and satellite data—
and all kinds of environmental information critical for the functions NOAA
manages,” she said. The collection is
estimated at 1.5 million volumes, but a
large amount of older material remains
to be cataloged. “There’s a NOAA Library
and Information Network—there’s a link
to it from the library’s homepage showing there are NOAA libraries in many
different states,” Kelly pointed out. “The
NOAA central library has regional libraries in Seattle and Miami, and we have a
branch in Camp Springs, Maryland—the
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one Michelle Campbell operates for us.”
As a reference librarian, Kelly fields
both internal and external questions.
Frequent queries from external patrons
are for climate data for a particular date.
It could be an insurance company looking into a claim, people wanting to know
the weather on the day they were born,
or someone researching the history and
effects of hurricanes.
“Guiding patrons through the National
Climatic Data Center’s resources is part
of what we do,” Kelly said. “We help
people navigate the larger NOAA Web
site so they can get to the climatological and other environmental data they
made need.”
Internally, Kelly and her associates serve many of NOAA’s scientists.
Sometimes the request can be simply
confirming the citation for a journal
article or directing them to make interlibrary loan requests for science books or
articles not owned by the central library.
“Through inter-library loan we cooperate
we other libraries who lend their material
for free, such as NASA or the EPA librar-
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ies; and our managers are also involved
in other collaborative gestures, like the
National Research Libraries Alliance consortium, and the Atmospheric Sciences
Librarians International.”
Kelly’s interest in librarianship began
when she was pursuing her first master’s
degree in English, at Hofstra University
in New York.
“I worked in the library full time in
the acquisitions department,” she said.
“I thought about teaching. I taught for
one year and then I realized I didn’t
want to get an education degree, but
I had always worked in libraries—in
high school and college—so I decided I
didn’t mind getting an MLS.”
Kelly earned her MSLS from Catholic
University of America. While attending
CUA, she was employed as a library
technician/archives technician in the
Library of Congress music and manuscript divisions. In 1994, when Kelly was
completing her MSLS and had earned an
archival certification from the Academy
of Certified Archivists, she placed an
ad in ALA’s magazine and a library

Kathy Kelly
Joined SLA: 2004
Job: Marine protected areas librarian/reference
librarian/InfoCurrent project manager
Employer: InfoCurrent
Experience: 13 years professional experience (nearly
four years at NOAA); three years paraprofessional
experience at Library of Congress prior to professional
work at EPA and NOAA
Education: MSLS, Catholic University School of Library and Information
Science, 1994; M.A. English, Hofstra University, 1986
First job: Contract archivist, EPA History Office
Biggest Challenge: Juggling multiple duties
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contract company for the Environmental
Protection Agency saw it. They contacted her with an opportunity.

Move to EPA
“That was my first really great job opportunity because I got a 30-percent increase
in salary over the para-professional job I
had had at the Library of Congress,” Kelly
said. “At the time, it was hard to move
from the para-professional level to the
professional ranks within LoC. I realized
with the advent of the degree and the
certification, I had to look outward if I
wanted to advance my career.”
For the EPA, she started as a records
information manager and then as a
supervisory librarian. A native of the
Washington, D.C., region, Kelly understands the importance of advancement
within the federal government employee
system. She has brothers who work in
the Department of Transportation and
USDA, and her father had worked for
the IRS. She has managed to find her
niche as a government contractor, full
time with benefits.
Kelly joined SLA in 2004, and has
enjoyed her participation with the organization—especially the ever-active
D.C. Chapter. Kelly attends workshops
and annual conferences—including the
ones in Baltimore and Toronto—when
she can, and especially enjoys the D.C.
Chapter’s dine-arounds, a seasonal
opportunity for members to gather and
share a new food experience in one
of the area’s restaurants. It was in the
through one of these events that she
heard about the opening at NOAA.
“I was attending a tour of this library
in a dine-around and someone I met
there contacted me later to let me know
there was an opening at NOAA central
library for the MPA librarian position.
I joined SLA because NOAA has such
a special library and I was already
a member of ALA for many years. I
was also a member of the Society of
American Archivists for many years due
to all the archival work at the Library of
Congress and the EPA. But NOAA had
such a special, scientific mission that I
thought this would be the time to join
SLA when I took my job here.”

Kathy Kelly, right, talks to employee and SLA member Beth Kirton-Crane in the central library.

At the annual conferences, Kelly
noted, she was attracted to the sessions on institutional repositories. “At
NOAA, we’ve been doing pilot projects
with those and I had a chance to work
on pilot project working on ProQuest
Digital Commons,” Kelly said. “Hearing
anyone who had experience starting up
those repositories—it was very valuable
to listen to their lessons learned.”
The pilot project required Kelly and a
small team to test the Digital Commons
software in preparation for deciding
what the agency will keep in the long
run. “I’d set up different publication
series for NOAA’s line offices and input
technical reports and technical memoranda because they were considered
some of the most important NOAA documents to preserve electronically.” The
library staff is hopeful that funding will
eventually be secured for a repository.
For someone who wears three hats
at NOAA, she maintains an active connection to her profession. She serves on
NOAA central library Web team, participates in the D.C. Web Women listserv,
and is a member of SLA’s Government
Information Division where she enjoys
the on-going discussions that occur
relating to accessing government information and libraries. Outside of SLA,

she serves as secretary for the School of
Library and Information Science Alumni
Board for Catholic University.
“Since I’ve been on the alumni board
for awhile now, I’ve been thinking of trying to branch out and get involved with
SLA D.C.’s governance opportunities in
the future. But I would like to volunteer
first, and there are a lot of volunteer
availabilities in this chapter.”
She has found many other opportunities and pursued them to better her
career. For example, she has become
an advocate for contracting as a means
to enter the field. “You can assume a job
quickly and often times gain experience
in an area in which you’ve been hoping
to grow without having totally mastered it
in the past already,” said Kelly.
“I was able to do this with moving from
archival work to Web work at the EPA. I
branched out and moved into maintaining pollution prevention Web sites with
the help of the Web work contractors on
the chemical library staff, with whom I
got on-the-job experience learning the
technical end of Web work. I had dealt
with the information architecture and
content management of Web sites as an
archivist, but I wanted to learn a little bit
more about how to maintain Web sites
technically. I appreciated the chance
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contracting gave me to learn how to do
that on the fly.”

Gulnar Nagashybayeva
Joined SLA: 2003

GULNAR NAGASHYBAYEVA
Not long ago, Gulnar Nagashybayeva
traveled home with her husband and
their newborn child. Naturally, her parents were delighted to see them—especially their new grandchild.
As families do, they spoke of the news
unfolding in their lives: Nagashybayeva’s
mother, a schoolteacher, is preparing to
retire this year (both her parents, in fact,
are teachers); her younger brother is
attending college, and two other brothers are in the process of settling in the
city. But Nagashybayeva and her husband have only returned to her parent’s
home twice in the last five years—and
understandably: Kazakhstan is a long
way from Maryland.
Gulnar Nagashybayeva is the government documents librarian at the NOAA
central library. She coordinates the
Federal Depository Library Program. Her
job includes receiving, processing and
maintaining all depository government
documents; maintaining the depository
database; designing and maintaining
the government documents page on the
library’s Web site; cataloguing; and main-

Job: Government documents librarian at NOAA central library
Employer: InfoCurrent
Experience: Two years graduate assistantship at a
special library prior to two years at NOAA central library
Education: MLS from University of Maryland, College
Park; bachelor’s in English and Russian Languages from Kazakh State
University of World Languages, Almaty, Kazakhstan
First job: Graduate assistant at the Center for Substance Abuse Research
library at the University of Maryland
Biggest Challenge: Keeping up with the rapid development of new information
technology tools, and finding a balance between home life and professional life

taining the map collection. It’s a fulfilling
job for Nagashybayeva and one that she
has held since November 2005.
“Another part of my job is cataloging, not only government documents,” Nagashybayeva added. “Our
government documents are everything
that’s related to NOAA. The GPO
(Government Printing Office) organizes everything the agencies put out by
item number, so we select the item

numbers related to NOAA and the
congressional documents, like House
and Senate hearings. I make decisions
on which documents to keep and
catalogue them, maintain a shelf-listing database, and make it available to
all the users.”
Like half of the staff at NOAA central
library, Nagashybayeva is a contractor
with InfoCurrent. Since moving to the
United States in 2003, Nagashybayeva
has been an intern for the American
Beverage Association and National
Geographic Society; a graduate
research assistant for the Library of the
Center for Substance Abuse Research
at the University of Maryland, College
Park; and part of a project involving
Russian language materials from KGB
archives at the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum.
“I was doing some temporary work
at the Holocaust Museum and then
was offered a job at NOAA Library by
InfoCurrent,” Nagashybayeva said. “I
wasn’t sure I would stay long-term, but
I found it to be a very interesting. It’s
an active library, and there are many
experienced and knowledgeable librarians here. I’m learning a lot of things.”

Accidental Librarian
Gulnar Nagashybayeva, left, with NOAA coworker Shannon Niou.
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Like many others, Nagashybayeva said
she became a librarian by accident.
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“I thought the U.S. was a very
interesting country to visit but not
to live here permanently. It was a
completely diﬀerent culture, and I
didn’t think I would like living here.”

Click
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Programs
2008

Nagashybayeva was born and raised
in a small village in northeastern
Kazakhstan on the border with China.
When she was 16, she attended Kazakh
State University of World Languages in
the former capital, Almaty. She graduated with honors as a teacher of English
and Russian languages. Her first visit to
the U.S. was in 1996: one semester on
an international exchange scholarship
to the University of Arizona in Tucson.
“I liked it. At the time, I thought the
U.S. was a very interesting country to visit
but not to live here permanently. It was a
completely different culture, and I didn’t
think I would like living here.” She then
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Her story began in 2003 when she and
her husband moved from Kazakhstan
to the U.S. “My husband and I decided
that it was better for me to get a
graduate degree because my Kazakh
diploma wouldn’t be recognized here,
and I wouldn’t be able to find a nice
job. My interests were in information
technology, including Web design and
databases. I applied for the information
technology track at library school, but
I didn’t think of becoming a librarian. I
started at the school and took the core
classes that were about librarianship
and I found that interesting.”
It is an impressive journey.

taught English grammar classes at Kazakh
State University before being hired by the
U.S. Peace Corps mission in Almaty as a
receptionist and administrative assistant
in 1997. It was while working on a Peace
Corps project that Nagashybayeva met
her then soon-to-be-husband, a young
volunteer from Pennsylvania.
By November 2000, Nagashybayeva
was an administrative assistant for
USAID in Almaty. For nearly three
years, she coordinated regional
accounting databases and designed the
Web page for their Office of Financial
Management. Nagashybayeva and her
husband had married and decided
to live in the U.S. where she could
expand her degree. Not long after, in
May 2005, she earned an MLS from
University of Maryland, College Park.
Last year, she became a U.S. citizen.
“In my first semester at University
of Maryland, I heard about SLA and
how the student chapter of SLA was
very active,” Nagashybayeva recalled.
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“I never heard about special librarianship before. I became a member of
the student chapter and then SLA.
Immediately, I wanted to be involved
and became the treasurer in the second
year at school. I got some internships in
special libraries while I studied.”
Nagashybayeva is the current listserv
manager for SLA D.C. chapter. “I also
volunteer to help with events from time
to time. It’s an active chapter, very interesting and convenient for me. I have
met many people at the D.C. Chapter
and learned about their workplaces. For
instance, I had occasion to chat with
a former director of the White House
library. Also, I have seen many familiar
faces from library school.”
She attended the annual conference
in Baltimore. “I couldn’t attend the
entire conference but it was great networking, meeting people—librarians
from Canada, India, Great Britain—lots
of international people.”
Nagashybayeva said she has found
special libraries to be a diverse workplace. “I love that aspect of special
librarianship as opposed to other types
of libraries. I like what I currently do and
I haven’t decided what direction I’d like
to go in the future. The nice thing about
special libraries is you can become pro-

ficient in one subject area.”
Nagashybayeva is currently on parttime status at NOAA. She started
full time, but had to cut back after
her maternity leave. She’s hoping to
return full-time soon. Her husband also
returned to graduate school in 2003
and is now a marriage and family
counselor for a non-profit organization
in Maryland. Nagashybayeva is looking
forward to what future will unfold.
“It’s a lively group of people. It is a
challenging time for everybody. New
technologies are emerging constantly
that we need to keep up with. Many
special librarians are taking the profession to the next level by making good
use of what is available to serve their
users effectively.”

STANLEY ELSWICK
In life, Stanley Elswick has been a cab
driver, a construction laborer, a produce buyer for a co-op, a bookstore
clerk, and a keypunch operator. But
the job he’s held and cherished best
has been as a special librarian for one
employer for nearly 20 years: NOAA.
“My first professional position was
with NOAA as a cataloger back in
1988,” Elswick said. “I worked in librar-

Stanley Elswick
Joined SLA: Early 1990s
Job: Librarian, bibliographic database manager

Resource Person

Employer: National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration central library

“Part of it also serving as a resource
person for a lot of librarians who are
not cataloguers at heart. They work at
one- or two-person libraries and they do
cataloging when they have to. So I also
do a lot of training for these librarians
in dealing with our integrated library
system and OCLC. Periodically, we hold
workshops where I will go over the
cataloging process and lay out just what
we expect from them, and answer any
questions they might have.”
Elswick is one of a dozen full-time
federal employees working at the NOAA
central library. He began as a con-

Experience: Worked in libraries since 1984 including
library technician at Department of Housing and Urban
Development Library
Education: Bachelor’s in Spanish, West Virginia University, 1979; MLS,
Catholic University of America
First job: Dishwasher at restaurant in Miami, Florida; first job in a library,
cataloging technician on retro conversion project at Parklawn Health Library in
Rockville, Maryland
Biggest Challenge: Participating in a team researching an institutional
repository for NOAA.
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ies before then for a couple of years, but
NOAA was the first.”
Elswick, 53, is based in NOAA’s central library in Silver Spring. He serves
the agency as bibliographic database
manager. “Essentially, NOAA has a
catalogue that represents the holdings
of 28 NOAA libraries. I manage that
catalogue—loading the records coming in, dealing with any problems that
arise. I also maintain the indexing of the
database, configure the user interface,
and produce various reports. That’s my
primary responsibility. Each day I check
to see if there are records that need to
be added to the catalogue, respond to
any problems that people bring me, and
deal with our vendor.”
Last year NOAA joined the NACO
Program (Name Authority Cooperative
Program of the Program for Cooperative
Cataloging). Elswick’s task is to keep
the database in uniform shape.
“Since NOAA contributes a large
number of original bibliographic records
to WorldCat, our participation in NACO
ensures that we will also contribute a
large number of authority records as
well,” he said. “The training we received
as part of NACO ensures not only that
we contribute better records to our own
database, but to WorldCat as well.”
Those records include books, journals, maps, videos—just about anything,
according to Elswick—plus a considerable amount of Internet source records.
“We load the records and make sure the
process runs smoothly,” he said.
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“It’s a pretty good
gig working as a
federal librarian.
NOAA is very
broad agency with
interests from the
bottom of the ocean
to the top of the
atmosphere.”
tractor in 1988 and became a federal
employee in 1991.
“We started out in a facility in Rockville
and then moved to Silver Spring 14
years ago,” Elswick said. “There have
been a lot of changes over the years—
the Internet exploded—now we have to
deal with a lot of things we didn’t have
to deal with before, like Web sites and
other remote resources. That’s a huge
problem, just maintaining the records.
URLs in our records change often, and
we have to constantly work on maintaining these links.”
Elswick said the NOAA central library
has adapted well overall to the technological and Internet revolution. “We’ve
accomplished quite a lot in dealing with
changes in technology. We have records
for not only the traditional print and
microform formats but also many new
resources. An example would be the
work we have done with archiving digital
video from oceanographic cruises. We’ve
worked closely with researchers gathering underwater video on what metadata
is to be included with the video so we
can create a good record for it.”
Elswick heads a team reviewing institutional repository open-source software
packages to solve some of NOAA’s
problems in working with systems and
formats devised in analog years.
“It’s not always a great fit,” he said.
“It’s an unsettled period. How it will all
shake out, I don’t know. We wanted to
see if we could take advantage of what
digital repositories have to offer to deal

Stanley Elswick checks a book’s location.

with a lot of the online resources that
NOAA produces. We’re still in the midst
of this investigation. There are a lot of
barriers to doing something like this. A
lot of the traditional library skills may not
translate well to this system. We need
somebody on staff, a programmer, to
be able to work with it, tweak it, and we
need to partner with other folks.
“We’ve done similar projects with others at NOAA, and they do seek us out
for our expertise. We partner with other
offices in NOAA to work on joint projects, portals and catalogues and building databases and information resources.” Elswick said that implementing the
right package for NOAA is the biggest
challenge right now, but it is a long way
since his days as a construction laborer
and cab driver.
“I fell into becoming a librarian,”
Elswick said. “Back in 1984, I needed
a part-time job, and a job showed up in
a library.” His wife, Sharon Marcus, also

a librarian and a member of SLA, heard
about an opening with her employer on
a retro conversion project in a Rockville
library. “When I started doing the conversion work, I found it interesting, and
I started looking into librarianship as a
career.” The part-time job led him to
a full-time interest, and an employer’s
offer for schooling.

Back to School
“Maxima Corporation was a library contractor,” he recalled, “and they were
generous and paid for my library school
education. You could get those deals
back then in the 1980s; they paid for
me to get an MLS.”
Elswick joined SLA in 1994 and is a
member of the SLA D.C. Chapter and
the Science and Technology Division. He
attends the annual conferences when time
and money permit and enjoys the organization’s continuing education programs.
“I enjoyed the repository sessions at
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the Baltimore conference,” he said.
“In one session two different people
shared their experience from two different approaches—one was open source
and one was a commercial package.
That was useful and timely.”
When Elswick began in the information field, he wasn’t sure where it
would lead him. “In the early days, I
thought it might be interesting to work
in academia,” he added. “I didn’t have
an interest in being in a public library
but working someplace where people
are doing research.
“It’s a pretty good gig working as a
federal librarian. NOAA is very broad
agency with interests from the bottom of
the ocean to the top of the atmosphere,
as they say. I studied geology in college,
so I have an interest in science.”
Elswick recalled one of the more
enjoyable times on the job at NOAA
when The National Climatic Data Center
contracted with the state climatologist
from Texas to gather old printed data
series from countries around the world.
“We have a lot of them here; we have
a very unique collection—a lot of the
stuff no one else in the world has. My
job was to work with the contractor
and help him find the data from all
over the world, 180 countries. Some
were easy to find, some were difficult.
That was fun because you can see the
impact as it goes right into a product
that researchers can use to do climatic
data research—to see the direct result
in what you were doing. It’s always nice
when you can work with the end-user
and see something positive in what you
are doing.”
Elswick is at least nine years away
from retirement eligibility, but he has
yet to decide how much further to proceed. For now, he will continue to deal
with the day-to-day challenges and
rewards in his work. For those coming
into the field, his advice is simple: “I
worked a lot of different jobs. I think it’s
useful to have a broad range of experiences, not just focused on this field. If
you have a broad experience I think it
gives you a better idea and grounding
so you can be a better librarian.”
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Michelle K. Campbell
Joined SLA: 2007
Job: Contractor librarian
Employer: InfoCurrent
Experience: 10 months in current position
Education: Bachelor’s in history from New College of
Florida; MSLS from Florida State University
First job: Chain music retail shop during college; first library job at the Florida
State University Study Centre in London
Biggest Challenge: Staying active and relevant in the field and collaborating
with others while working as a solo

MICHELLE K. CAMPBELL
A few miles southeast of Washington,
D.C., is Camp Springs, Maryland, a
small, suburban community in Prince
George’s County where NOAA maintains
a science center that houses staff from
the National Weather Service, National
Centers for Environmental Prediction,
the Office of Satellite Data Processing
and Distribution, and Center for Satellite
Applications & Research.
Also at the center is the Betty Petersen
Memorial Library, a full-service branch
library of NOAA’s central library under
the care of solo librarian and SLA member Michelle K. Campbell. The 2,000square foot library provides research
assistance, bibliographic instruction,
orientation, and access to print and
electronic resources. The library has an
estimated 6,000 volumes and access
to about 30 current print journals and
hundreds more electronically. Her
library primarily uses a ProQuest CSA
database called Meteorological and
Geophysical Abstracts and Thomson’s
Web of Science.
“My library is a little more specialized
than NOAA central library,” Campbell,
27, said. “We have about 300 researchers in this building. The number of
people who come in on a day-to-day
basis is about 10 to 15. I know most
of the people who come in on a daily
basis, and because we are a small
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library, I spend a significant amount of
time processing inter-library loans.”
Much of the material Campbell processes comes from NOAA’s central
library, but some are routed from other
atmospheric libraries in the country.
“I also have quite a backlog of cataloging. There are a lot of specialized
technical reports. While I’m doing all of
these activities, I’m interacting with the
people coming in, answering reference
requests, answering questions about
journals or books that we have, checking things out, checking things in, etc.
It’s quite varied every day.”
The inquiries can range from general books on global warming and
climate change to an issue of The
Journal of Fluid Mechanics from 1983,
plus requests for various conference
proceedings, such as the American
Meteorological Society.
She’s also learned a few secrets on
satisfying her patrons.
“I learned quickly when I started this
job that if you have coffee and donuts
in the library, you become the most
popular person in the building,” she
said with laughter. “There are a couple
of tables hidden from view and I do
have a few people who come in that
I think they are hiding out to do their
work because they are in cubicle land
upstairs. The library is great—I have
one whole wall of windows.”
Campbell entered the profession
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“I love it. I think
it’s the best job
in the world. It’s
great working in a
small library.”
while in Florida, earning an undergraduate degree from New College of
Florida in Sarasota. She was working at
an art gallery in Miami, deciding what to
do with her degree.
“I became interested in working
in archives,” she recalled. “There is
a respectable historical museum in
Miami, and I started volunteering there
once a week… then I became interested in obtaining an MSLS.
Campbell completed the first part of
her librarianship studies in Southeast
Asia. She then finished earning her
MSLS while working at Florida State

University’s London campus on an
internship. In London, she was learning
the ways of working as a solo librarian.

Early Interest
Part of her interest in special librarianship can be traced back to her mother,
a genealogist. “She’s long been a genealogist, long before I was born. I think
she has us traced back to the amoeba.
So growing up, she of course spent a
lot of time in libraries. My father was in
the navy, so we moved around a lot. We
were stationed in Italy for a while, and
my mom used to volunteer in the library
there. Growing up—being in libraries—
it was commonplace in my life.
“It was a place I could run around
and read if I wanted. My mom and I
would be at the library with stacks and
stacks of books. Of course, I could
never read them before the due dates.
It’s a fond memory. When I was 16, I
did some community service time for
a scholarship and I served in the chil-

dren’s section of the public library. But
I never had a notion then in becoming
a librarian. I was 24 when libraries
became a normal part of my life.”
Soon after graduating, she moved to
Washington, D.C., and began looking
for work. She connected with the staffing company InfoCurrent.
“The reason why they found this
position at NOAA and why I was interested in it was because it was a solo
position. I ended up here at Camp
Springs and I love it. I think it’s the best
job in the world. It’s great working in a
small library and having personal interactions with everyone that comes in.”
Campbell spoke of how she had a
theoretical background from FSU. As
a solo librarian in London, there was
much on-the-job training but without
a mentor or supervisor to guide her.
“When I came to Camp Springs it
worked out well, since this is a branch
of central library. I do have that wealth
of knowledge, but there has been a lot
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of learning on the job—and not just the
library aspects. My background is not
science and not atmospheric science,
and it took a couple of months to learn
the vocabulary, which was difficult.
In the beginning, I asked everyone to
spell out everything for me. The work
that is done here is pretty fascinating,
especially when I do understand it.”
When was sending out her CV, she
made contact with one of the region’s
library staffing agencies, InfoCurrent.
“I was very impressed by the very personable treatment they give you. They
looked at my needs in trying to find a
job. They were looking for a place that
was small, a solo position, something
that wasn’t over my head and has nice
balance of public service and technical
services.” Campbell had heard about
the challenges in finding a job but she
secured the NOAA position after her
first month in town.

FORREST GLENN SPENCER is a freelance writer. He resides in
Virginia and can be reached at fgspencer@gmail.com.

Her library and the NOAA Science
Center are expected to relocate in April
2009 to the campus of University of
Maryland at College Park. Campbell
will welcome the move when it occurs.
“There’ll be a lot more chances
of interaction with faculty and more
chances with collaboration. It’ll be
great for the researchers here and for
me. It’ll be an academic environment.
I’ll be moving into a bigger facility, and
I’ll still be a solo librarian.”
Campbell has found a distinct dif-

Michelle K. Campbell at NOAA’s Betty Petersen Memorial Library in Camp Springs, Maryland.
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ference between government and academia. “It’s a whole different set of
bureaucrats and bureaucratic vocabulary. It’s one of the things I found difficult starting here at NOAA: learning
about acquisitions and budget. I heard
the term ‘CR’ tossed around about
month before I learned the meaning of
‘Continuing Resolution.’”
Campbell joined SLA recently, having learned about the organization at
NOAA.
“I joined the D.C. SLA Chapter,
which is very active and really helpful.
I’ve gone to a few of their events. As a
new librarian, I’m not very involved yet,
but I’ve filled out some forms to join a
couple of committees. Hopefully, I can
get to one of the annual conferences
in the future.”
Campbell has one distinction she
is proud of: at 27, she is one of the
youngest NOAA librarians. Having lived
in coastal areas for most of her life, she
appreciates the mission and vision of
the organization. Her love of oceans is
reflected in her hobbies, which include
scuba diving and snorkeling.
“There’s someone else who works in
one of the NOAA Libraries in Miami,
and I think he’s the next youngest
after me; strangely enough, we had
distance-learning classes together at
FSU and we both ended up working for
NOAA. He’s from the D.C. area, he’s
working in Miami, and I’m up here.
And every time I talk to him, we’re
complaining about the weather. It’s
just not fair.” SLA
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The
Thesaurus
Challenge
CREATING A USEFUL THESAURUS ISN’T FOR THE UNSCHOOLED OR THE FAINT
OF HEART. NON-BELIEVERS SHOULD TRY TO FIND SOMETHING ON YOU TUBE,
WHERE AMATEURS TAG THE VIDEOS.

T

his article is about onomasticons, or perhaps onomasticonography. Wait! Don’t
check the cover to see if
you’ve picked up the wrong magazine.
You probably know these things by
their more general name, “thesauri,”
without which you wouldn’t be able to
find half of what you look for.
Think of thesaurus as a category.
An onomasticon, on the other hand, is
a collection of specialized terms related
to a specific field, one kind of thesaurus.
The term thesaurus is broad enough
to encompass onomasticons. But
the term onomasticons is not broad
enough to include other kinds of thesauri. Onomasticon doesn’t even have
its own entry in Thesaurus.com
And that illustrates one of the challenges with a specialized thesaurus,
or at least with creating one. Do you
go from the general to the particular
or from the particular to the general—and how do you keep the users
on track?

Daphne Worsham, the assistant
director and information services
coordinator of the Western Regional
Resources Center in Eugene, Oregon,
helped create that organization’s special education thesaurus. Worsham
has been an information professional
for 10 years and managed the thesaurus for eight.
Regular Information Outlook contributor Cybèle Elaine Werts recently
spoke with her about the challenges
and rewards of creating the best list
for the job.
Their conversation ranged from
understanding how words are used
to tagging YouTube videos and other
user-generated content.
Werts: Before we get started on the
thesaurus topics, perhaps you could
tell me a little bit about the information
services part of your job. And about
what we do as a regional resource
center focused on special education.
Worsham: The six regional centers

are funded by the Federal Office of
Special Education Programs, lovingly
known as OSEP, to support state
offices in special education as they
try to comply with the federal law,
IDEA, the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act.
Werts: State officers of special education, for people who are unfamiliar
with that, that would be like departments of education in each state but
for special education.
Worsham: Yes, they are generally a
subdivision of that larger department
of education. And we provide what’s
called technical assistance. That can
be any number of things, from assisting with data analysis, with professional development, with—and this
would be in my department—providing research on professional development models, teaching strategies, just
a wide variety of issues that the states
encounter as they try to improve the
outcomes for children.
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“We review the Web; we review research documents,
conferences—any place we can look to get a sense of how it is
being used, what the deﬁnitions are, what it’s related to, what
it’s not related to, what the misconceptions are.”
Most of what I do is in the office,
although my coworkers go out into the
field and work in the different states
that we serve. As I mentioned, I do
specifically research on whatever it is a
state is needing; I maintain Web sites;
I write reports; and I manage a small
collection of in-house documents, a
much larger world of electronic documents. And so, part of the time, I’m
sort of a reference librarian, and at
other times, to be honest, I feel like a
switchboard operator for connecting
people to one resource or another.
We serve Alaska, Washington,
Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada and
Hawaii, as well as the Pacific entities.
Werts: I’m thinking that not everyone
reading Information Outlook necessarily uses a thesaurus, other than
Roget’s Thesaurus, of course, so they
might not be too clear on what we are
talking about here. Can you explain
why areas of specialty, like ours, in
special education, would need such
a thing?
Worsham: First off, it is a controlled
language, as I just said, and I think,
in any very focused subject area, you
need that, because researchers all
develop their own ideas of what things
mean. There are regional differences.
Just to give a common example of a
regional difference, I learned when I
worked in a restaurant, that if you order
a regular coffee in certain parts of the
country, that automatically means to
put cream in it. If you order a regular
coffee on the West Coast, it means
black. So if we use “regular” to tag
something as an identifier, it wouldn’t
mean the same thing to everyone.
Early on, we learned that we have to
be really clear in our language if we’re
defining things. And the current work
that is being done by Dr. Dean Fixsen [of
the National Implementation Research
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Network] and his work on implementation are very important, right up in the
front of any improvement activity, to
have an agreement on definitions in
common language. So, as the education systems are looking more and
more at scientifically based improvement strategies, that clarity of language
is becoming more and more important,
even right down to the school level.
Werts: When you say a “controlled
language,” what do you mean exactly
by that?
Worsham: “Controlled language” simply means that we reference this list of
terms whenever we define items that
are being entered into a system. And
we use that same list of definitions,
defined words or definitions, when we
go to search that system, so that we
don’t end up with a lot of results that
really aren’t relevant for what we are
looking for.
Werts: I understand it was one of our
former information specialists, Barbara
Marshall, who created our network
thesaurus. And I think you’ve had a
chance to exchange some e-mail with
her, even though she doesn’t work
with us anymore.
Worsham: Yes, I couldn’t remember
because the thesaurus was invented
before I arrived in the network, so I
asked her exactly when it was born, so
to speak, and how. And, as best she
could remember, it was about 1996,
and she was working on her library
degree at the time, and this was a
master’s project. And she was functioning in the same role that I have
now, which, of course, in the last 11
years, has evolved somewhat.
But we did, at that time, do a lot of
cataloguing of paper materials. And
we always have had a central database in the network where we store
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the results of our research for states.
Each individual information request
is logged into that database so that
we can share each other’s work. The
thesaurus is used for that, too.
So, at the time, there was no controlled language, and it was a bit
messy because of synonyms, regional
definitions, just all kinds of problems.
It was kind of cluttered, so she took
on the task of coming up with a list of
things, first to just use in her own collection cataloguing, and then crossreferencing and applying the standard thesaurus structure of broader,
and narrower, and all of those different categories. She had considered
using the ERIC database, which is
the Education Resource Information
Center that catalogues huge amounts
of material for education in the broader sense. But that was too big, and it
didn’t have the specific terms that we
need for special education.
Werts: There are hundreds of terms,
thousands of terms.
Worsham: And with very special definitions that may mean something to
the larger education world, may mean
something different. That was how it
was created.
Werts: So, the actual factor that made
her realize the need for it was that she
found that her collection was getting
messy in the sense that she couldn’t
find a control language for her fields
with the key words.
Worsham: Right. And experiment—to
people who don’t do this, that might
sound kind of strange. You know, you
assign a few key words to it. Well, one
experiment you can do to test this out
is to find an item, whether you want to
use a book or something off the shelf,
is find four or five of what you think
of as key words or descriptors. Put it
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away. Look at it again in two months
and try doing that same thing, and
then compare your list, and you will
find major differences.
Werts: Even for your own self.
Worsham: Yes.
Werts: So what you’re saying is, “Don’t
even try two different people.”
Worsham: Exactly, in different parts of
the country.
Werts: How long would you say it took
to develop the first whole draft of the
thesaurus?
Worsham: She said the original took
her four to six months, and at that
time it was a total of about 10 to 15
pages in a Word document format,
in two columns. I can’t remember

exactly how many terms, but I would
say maybe 150 or 200—because that
included not only the preferred terms
but the others that had to be crossreferenced, those words that people
might think of as descriptors.
Werts: Now, we use that “preferred,”
“non-preferred,” “broader,” and “narrower.” Maybe you can help explain
how that works.
Worsham: The non-preferred term is
something that we’re pretty sure people will think of, “Oh, I’ll call it this,”
but we’re in agreement that we are not
going to use that term …
I can give a good example from the
world of education. A few years back
there was a lot of use of the term “gap
kids,” which refers to students who
don’t test very well. They do not qualify

for special education. They don’t have
any specific disability, and so they
don’t fall into that category. But they
are obviously not achieving where they
might, and people weren’t really sure
why. There was a lot of objection to the
term “gap kids” because it sounds sort
of dismissive. It was something that we
felt would be rather trendy. And so,
although that was the first thing that
came to people’s minds when they
would come to search the database for
materials or search the requests database to see what research had been
done, we would cross-reference that
and say, “This is a non-preferred term
used for ‘at risk,’ in student outcomes
or achievement.” So we sent people,
through that cross-reference, over to
the terms that we had agreed as a group
most clearly described the situation.

The Matrix, which provides information on federally supported technical assistance programs.
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Werts: So, the preferred terms would
be the “at risk,” and the non-preferred
would be “gap kids.”
Worsham: Right. It’s only in the thesaurus to send you to the terms that
are used.
Werts: But it’s not in the database.
You would find it in a thesaurus to help
you look up other terms.
Worsham: Right, but you wouldn’t
find materials in the library, and you
wouldn’t find the research results.

term. So if you get too specific, even
those minor spelling differences may
affect your search, depending on how
your database works.
So the broader term, in this case,
would be “low-incidence disabilities,”
based on the fact that these particular
disabilities don’t occur in a very high
percentage in the population. And,
for our purposes, teaching strategies
or program models for low-incidence
would be what we would be looking

because I’m looking at fussing with
those individual genes.

for. We are not looking for medical
information on specific disabilities.

Worsham: It’s been a sort of interesting
task, some of it necessitated by just not
making ourselves crazy. I think most of
us get focused on our everyday work,
and, if something is working, we are not
real anxious to change it. So that went
on for a while, and it stayed in paper
format. In 1997, the law [under which]
we are helping states comply with IDEA
was reauthorized.
And with that came changes in terminology—several—and some terms
were being discontinued, so we had
a lot of changes to make in the Word
document—at that time, it was the

Werts: The thesaurus has been in
continuous development since 1996,
which is quite a while. When did it go
from being in paper to a FileMaker
Pro database? And then it went to an
online system, which is where it is
now. And what kind of special challenges and advantages did this bring
at each step in the process?

Werts: So you really have to use the
thesaurus to find the materials you
want.
Worsham: Right, right. It has been a
bit of doing to get other staff members
to realize that.
Werts: Yeah, because most people
probably just want to jump right in
and start searching. And what about
broader and narrower?
Worsham: That’s a similar thing.
Whether it’s scientific area, or anything
where you are getting down and really
looking at the details, it’s very easy
to get carried away with detail. For
instance, in special education, obviously, we deal with disabilities. You
could take it to the level of entering
as a preferred term every disability to
just come up, which would make the
database huge. And, with the thesaurus database, it would make your term
selection a little difficult because you
would have so many to sort through.
And many times we find, after a few
years of research, one thing becomes
something else, or there is a variation
of it. It just grows like Topsy.
Werts: What is an example of something that becomes something else?
Worsham: Autism became autism
spectrum disorder. That is the first
one that comes to mind. Deaf/blind
was written one way, and now it is
written another.
Werts: You mean with a dash?
Worsham: Yeah, it used to have a
dash, but now it’s considered one
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Werts: Could you give me an example in
something that isn’t special education?
Worsham: Plants. If I’m looking for
vegetable gardening, I will probably
look for “vegetable gardening,” not
specifically how to grow pink radishes.
I might look for radishes, but not necessarily pink radishes or white Chinese
radishes, if I’m a general gardener.
Now, if I’m a genetics researcher,
then pink and white and all kinds of
radishes might be of interest to me
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format of the thesaurus. If any of you
have ever worked in that sort of a layout, you know that changing one line
can throw the whole document off. It’s
crazy making. Because you want each
entry to be complete at the beginning
of the page or at the ending of the
page, you don’t want to have…
Werts: But more than that, I remember when I started five or six years ago,
I remember there still being paper ver-

“If you were going
to put “paper bark”
in your thesaurus,
you’d want to put
every other kind
of maple tree in
your thesaurus.
Then it might make
things so speciﬁc
that people would
miss important
information.”
sions and having to—every time I had
to look something up, I had to page
through it for every single term. And if
you had to look up four or five terms
for each book or each information
request, was very tedious.
Worsham: Exactly. And of course you
can use the “find” function in the Word
document on your computer and find
it, but still it was very time consuming
and awkward—although some people
liked it. Some people liked to put notes
on their copy, and they had little tags.
So everybody has their own preferred
style. But after listening to me fuss and

fume and pop a few corks trying to get
this thing edited and keep the layout
nice and clean, my assistant, who was
very good with FileMaker Pro, said,
“What do you think about putting this
in a database?” And I said, “Bless you
my child.” And she investigated the
database and created a lovely print
layout that produced a final hardcopy
document that looked just like the
original. So the Luddites—who didn’t
want to use their computer to have
their paper copy—and we could all
have one that we could show or mail
or whatever we needed to do as the
occasion arose, but then we did have
our electronic version that was much
quicker to search. Of course, you
couldn’t put your little sticky notes on
it, so some people didn’t like that.
Werts: The only disadvantage of the
online version is that you can’t put
your sticky notes on it?
Worsham: There were disadvantages
because, although most centers did
have FileMaker Pro, which is what
it was built in, some were starting to
move away from it to use other database systems. So you either had to
purchase FileMaker Pro specifically to
use the thesaurus or use your paper
version. And at that point is when we
decided, “Hmm, why not put this up
on the Web?” We posted it, and we put
a link on our Web site.
Now we can find what we need. I
would like to see it eventually move
into thesaurus software, which would
make it much easier to move from one
term, whether it’s preferred or not, to
another.
Werts: How large is it now? How many
words is it now? Do you know?
Worsham: I believe it’s got around
800 terms.
Werts: So in about 10 years it’s quadrupled in size.
Worsham: Right, but we worked very
hard at keeping it as small as it is.
Werts: We’ve had a number of discussions in our information special-

ist workgroup about words that are
very popular at a certain time. I think
you mentioned that earlier. The one
I was thinking of, RTI, which is short
for “responsiveness to intervention.”
Of course, you wouldn’t want to add
every word that comes along because
then, as you mentioned, the thesaurus
would become too large. So how do
you explain the process of adding a
term, and at what point does that term
become part of the lexicon in general?
Worsham: RTI is a good example. In
fact, what you said about it standing for “responsiveness to intervention” is an example. It also stands
for “response to intervention.” Which
doesn’t sound like a big deal to most
people, but if you are a researcher in
that field, believe me, it’s huge.
So we do have quite a process. We
usually gather a team of three or four
people, including a topical specialist
if that’s needed, if it’s a really heavily research-focused area. And we
review the Web; we review research
documents, conferences—any place
we can look to get a sense of how it
is being used, what the definitions
are, what it’s related to, what it’s not
related to, what the misconceptions
are. And those are all the factors that
come into play, deciding whether we
should add it or not, whether it should
be added as a non-preferred, what the
cross-references will be. And if we are
not going to add it at all, then there
may be some substitute word that
comes into play.
Werts: I remember that for the longest
time you wouldn’t put “RTI” in, and
you made us use some other word for
it, which I could never remember.
Worsham: There is still some disagreement, and most of the usage currently
is completely inaccurate, based on
what the research community says
RTI really is.
Werts: It’s a vicious fight.
Worsham: It is a challenge. Now,
for ERIC, the Education Resources
Information Center, their thesaurus
has approximately 11,000 terms.
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About 4,000 of those are preferred
terms, so that tells you how many
cross-references there are. Every
time you add a term, you end up
with a lot of cross-references. So it
can grow really like Topsy in their
process for adding terms; it is very,
very complicated. They index everything, preschool literature all the
way up through adult education and
farming, and it’s a huge focus. So it
is understandable that they would
have more terms. But we’ve tried to
keep it tight, and we’ve tried to grow
slowly because there are other ways
of getting at a record. Even if the term
isn’t in the thesaurus, you can search
other fields.
Werts: I think the bottom line is there
isn’t just an easy answer for how the
words become part of the lexicon.
Worsham: But I think it’s important if you
are going to have a common language
that does yield clean search results.
Werts: To shift the focus a little,
people who don’t work with a thesaurus are usually familiar with the New
Oxford American Dictionary, which
each year publishes its newly added
words. In 2005, Oxford announced
its word of the year, “podcast,” which
now is very common. This year, one
of the new words is “mentee,” which
is a person who is advised, trained,
or counseled by a mentor. Now you
know we in the education community
have heard this word for a while, but it
took some time for it to become standard in a broader community.
I’m interested in your thoughts about
slang words like that working their way
into tradition-bound books, like the
Oxford English Dictionary, and, for that
matter, into a thesaurus like our own.
Worsham: It’s bound to happen, and
I don’t think of something like that
so much as slang as it might have
a short-term life based on, in this
case, the technology. If technology
has evolved so quickly that podcasts
suddenly became old and nobody did
them, then we wouldn’t have needed
the word. But it didn’t happen that
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way. They’ve become an integral part
of our communication system. So we
do need to add the word.
Werts: But of course you couldn’t
have known that in 2005, right?
Worsham: Right. That’s why it pays off
sometimes to drag your feet a little bit.
Werts: One of the magazines I read is
Online. I read there that many databases use additional identifier fields
as well as the traditional descriptorterm fields for words that are not in
a thesaurus. At my regional research
center, we have used that kind of field
sometimes to identify the state for
documents, for example, because the
state names are not in our thesaurus.
Does your center use a field like this?
Are you familiar with other organizations that do?
Worsham: I think the need for a field
like that really depends on how your
database is structured in the first
place. If it will search all fields when
you put in a search term, that’s one
thing. If it only searches the field that
you put the term in, that’s another. In
some databases you can select which
fields it will look in, so that makes a
difference. Understanding that right
at the beginning when you build the
database is important. In our specific setup if we search in our library
database, which is still in FileMaker,
it only searches the field that you put
the term into and finds it. So I use
my abstract field to put in a variety of
information, but I also put the state in
the publisher field if it’s a state document, so I would look there for that.
Werts: I want to move on to the bigger
picture. I’m sure you’re aware of usergenerated tagging, which is happening more and more on the databases
found on the Internet. For user-generated tagging, the person who posts
an item online (YouTube for example)
also adds key words. What’s your take
on user-generated tagging?
Worsham: Part of the ability to search
this mishmash of information on the
Web depends on your skill, not only at
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“Early on, we
learned that we
have to be really
clear in our
language if we’re
deﬁning things.”
constructing your search strength, but
at guessing how somebody else might
have described something. The use
of quote marks is probably the most
useful thing in tying words together
and eliminating extraneous results. So
that’s the first piece.
Using broader and narrower terms is
the second part of being a successful
searcher, and always trying different
components of your questions. If you
were searching for “maple trees,” you
would have found it, that’s a broader
term, and then you would have scanned
your results to see if “paper bark maple
trees” was included in that.
This gets back to the situation I
described with specific disabilities. If
you were going to put “paper bark”
in your thesaurus, you’d want to put
every other kind of maple tree in your
thesaurus. Then it might make things
so specific that people would miss
important information that would be
helpful to them.
Werts: But a fundamental problem
with user-generated tagging is that
most people who tag items that don’t
understand that there is actually a
profession built around people like
you who know how to do it, so they
might not even have put “maple”
in the tag, they might have just put
“trees.” How do you make an online
database like YouTube effective?
Worsham: I think we’re in the early
stages here. To some extent technology will resolve some of this. There are
smart systems that do some indexing
on their own. They can add keywords
if the user doesn’t. It takes time and it
never will be perfect because people
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are promoting publications or images,
conversations, based on their own
focus and why it’s important to them,
keeping in mind that only 40 percent
of the Web pages that are available
online are indexed on Google, you’re
already missing a lot; it’s inevitable.
Werts: And the other 60 percent is…?
Worsham: The other 60 percent are
private sites that just haven’t been
trolled by the bots yet and indexed.
They may be internal information in
intranets; they may be some little
business sites that aren’t linked to
anything else so the bots haven’t
found them yet, if they haven’t been
submitted to Google or some other
search engine. There are a variety
of reasons why. The other reason is,
things are being produced at a faster
rate than they can be indexed.
What we need to remember about
user-generated indexing is people’s
purposes. If they’re indexing it for
the purpose of selling something,
their product, or getting you hooked
into something, then they’re going
to emphasize things that in fact may
not even be correct. There are lists
published of the most searched upon
terms, and sites will use those in their
scripting to make their URL come up
in Web search results. Often, when
you follow the link, where you get when
you end up on the page is completely
not what the descriptors indicated.
And that’s part of people learning
how to use technology, as well as
people abusing it, and that’s what’s
going to happen in a free market kind
of situation. In our network we have
a much more closed system; we have
a very focused purpose providing
quality information that’s as tightly
focused as possible, and so that’s
why everybody has been in agreement for so many years about using
this control language…
Let’s take the online world of games
and characters, of which I know nothing, but my daughter does, so she
could very likely post a video clip with
some terminology that people who do
those things would find very relevant

and make perfect sense to them. If
I know nothing about it, how can I
make a judgment as to whether that’s
accurately described or not?
Werts: Oh, because that’s her controlled vocabulary.
Worsham: Yeah. And so you’d either
have to have lots and lots of topical
experts—and I don’t think we could cover
everything—it’s just impossible. It really
is. The world of knowledge is too great,
the Web has too much on it, people are
too creative. I think the best we can do is
encourage people to try to be as honest
as possible in their descriptions.
Werts: I’m thinking about our thesaurus now, very highly functioning, it’s
Web-based, I really like it, I find it very
easy to use, and I’m wondering what
you think of the future of databases
like ours, and how can they improve?
You did say you wanted it to be in
a thesaurus application so it’s completely cross-referenced, but aside
from all that, what could possibly
make it better?
Worsham: I think the addition of more
cross references would be helpful
to people. And we will have to add
some new terms, I’m sure. With the
emphasis on research-based information, we’ll be going to the literature
and pulling out some of the key concepts, things that will have to do with
the reliability of professional development and instructional strategies. Our
emphasis in years past was more on
the legal component and compliance.
And now we’re getting more to what
causes impacts on students, so I think
we’ll see another burst in terminology.
To manage that effectively we’re going

to need to move to a more integrated
technology than we have now.
Werts: What could actually make the
interaction between the user and the
technology easier?
Worsham: Integrating it with the databases that [one] would be searching
into the search field.
Werts: Like a dropdown menu or
something?
Worsham:Yes, something like Google…It’s
always asking me, “Did you mean…?”
And because we’ve now merged
our thesaurus, or made it available,
we’ve merged the matrix database,
the reporting database, with some
general education technical assistance centers. They are not familiar
with using the controlled language
at all, so we did have a lot of novice
users coming along, and I think that
sort of connection would make it more
likely for all people to use. (See http://
matrix2.rrfcnetwork.org.)
Werts: What else would you want to
share with our readers about thesaurus work?
Worsham: If they are in the information field, if they haven’t already taken
a course in indexing or have never
studied how a thesaurus is built, it’s a
really good exercise that underscores
the clarity of language. You’ll really
think about it if you start listening
even the evening news reports, and
think about how language is tossed
around with very little thought to what
some of the words and phrases mean,
and how it can take us down the
wrong path. We get confused and it’s
not clear what people mean. SLA
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20 Things Info Professionals
Need to Keep Their Eyes On

social relevance in search rankings. In
the R&D and academic settings, this
could be amazingly powerful as circles
of influence. It’s amazingly watchable, and with the movement to merge
Microsoft with Yahoo’s Flickr and del.
icio.us properties, hmmmm.

If you’re
Dept.
Deck
too busy to keep track of anything else, make sure
you watch for developments in these areas.

5. Scrapbooking.

BY STEPHEN ABRAM

So… what’s on my list of things to pay
extra special attention to? When I’m
deluged, swamped, and overwhelmed
by news and blog postings and other
media, what do I use as my filter to
trap just the important stuff that will
matter to libraries?
This column doesn’t list everything I
pay attention to, but it is a basic list of
what I think will have a big impact on
enterprises, libraries, information, and
librarians in the next five years. The list
is in no particular order. In the messy
world of environmental and technology scanning, nothing comes neatly
packaged or sorted. I also should note
that the list isn’t deeply geeky. I prefer
to watch what’s happening in the user
end of things. User behavior trumps
geek—and librarian—behavior every
time. So here goes, 20 things to watch:

1. Mobile.
I watch this one a lot. Just stand on a
commuter train and look at all those
downward cast eyes. What are they
doing? Do you look? Are they e-mailing? Texting? Playing games? Choosing
music? Adding phone numbers? What?
What’s the ratio of actual old style
phone calls to Crackberry™ behaviors?
I think it will be the dominant personal
device in North America very soon.

2. GPS/GIS.
Are you checking out those car systems (Babble Betty or Silicon Sally?)
that tell you where to turn? Have you
noticed the purse-sized ones? GPS is
big and getting bigger and will start
to change the Web experience as we
know it. Search engines know where
you are. Scary, eh? Have you played
any of the geo-coding or geo-caching
games? It’s just the tip of the iceberg.

It is now possible to search Web
articles and licensed resources in databases and seamlessly capture full-text,
references, and citations for research
later. It allows you to find your original
article from your PC. This is amazing,
and builds on the tools we like such as
RefWorks. Imagine what this will look
like all grown up. Imagine the usefulness of research paths after studying
them in bulk.

6. SaaS—Software as a Service.

(also known as Android)
Watch Google’s open initiative to connect all phones on the same standard.
Most phone manufacturers have
joined. Combine this with Web standards or the potential of gaming standards and things like the Open Content
Alliance and you can see strong potential for any kind of content to be easily
used on handhelds.

This is software application hosts;
using a server farm to store software,
and then assuring that all versioning
control is even and all software is up to
date. Enterprise software subscriptions
based in the ether world have great
potential. It makes it easier to keep
software updated and saves money
when shared by several institutions or
organizations. It also allows for expensive items to be shared collaboratively
and for costs to be reduced—like
advanced security, back-ups, malware
protections, etc.

4. Tagging.

7. Microblogging.

A Pew Internet study found that almost
38 percent of the North American
population was tagging and 7 percent
were tagging daily, using things like
del.icio.us and Flickr. Just imagine the
potential for this kind of tagging for
personal use to extend to determining

Go beyond Twitter and other microbloggers. Check out the microblogging
features at Facebook and MySpace.
Several social networking systems are
running events that will have an impact
on such major events as the U.S.
political party conventions.

3. Open Handset Alliance.

STEPHEN ABRAM , MLS, is vice president, innovation, for SirsiDynix and is chief strategist for the SirsiDynix
Institute. He is the 2008 president of SLA. He is an SLA Fellow, the past president of the Ontario Library
Association, and the immediate past president of the Canadian Library Association. In June 2003 he was awarded
SLA’s John Cotton Dana Award. He is the author of Out Front with Stephen Abram. This column contains his personal perspectives and does not necessarily represent the opinions or positions of SirsiDynix. You may contact him
at stephen.abram@sirsidynix.com.
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It is now possible to search Web articles and licensed resources
in databases and seamlessly capture full-text, references, and
citations for research later.
8. Social content.

12. E-book devices.

A whole generation of people has now
bookmarked tons of information. How
can we capture and share this content? What goes beyond del.icio.us tags
in a wiki? This area is heating up as
content starts getting stored in social
spaces like Facebook and Ning. Those
of us who care about information curation, discovery, and custody ignore this
at our peril.

E-book devices are still a problem; we
need to get e-books on phones, PC’s,
everywhere. The Kindle is nice but cannot be lent, Amazon thinks. The Sony
Reader is cool but the ads making fun
of librarians suck. It’s time to play with
these and see where needs to be done.
The Apple Touch, iPod, merged gaming
devices, and any kind of phone need
investigation. They are easier to use, so
libraries should be able to align services
with them and attract users.

9. Social networking.
We librarians can’t ignore social networks as a tool to connect with users.
We need to find ways to use them to
promote the library and connect with
groups of users, researchers, classrooms, and more. I am amazed at the
explosion of private, white-label social
networking sites and tools.

10. Social networking integration.
Like the Android project, the developer packages for the social networks
hold extreme interest. Facebook’s F8,
MySpace’s SDK Developer, IBM’s avatar project, and the Google OpenSocial
initiative all merit attention. The mere
idea of tightly connecting library Web
pages to social networking and tagging
sites is mouth watering.

11. E-books.
This cannot be ignored. In parts of
the world, this is the biggest collection
they have. The University of Michigan
passed 1 million “Googlized” e-books
in January! We need to determine how
e-books can be combined with other
e-content and integrated into other formats, including hard copy. The numbers are reaching the critical mass we
saw for magazine articles when they hit
the tipping point in the early ’90s.
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13. Personal homepages.
A library homepage is a good start.
It’s not enough and will never be the
primary destination page. Nothing
will. Individuals will assemble their
own start pages of their favorite stuff.
Libraries need to link to personal
homepages to make themselves more
relevant to the user’s space. Standards
like the emerging portlet standard,
JSR168, need to be watched.

14. Cloud software.
By cloud software, I mean the ability to use what is not loaded on your
device and store your works there, too.
I mean services like Google Docs and
Zoho that provide integrated Web-centric software online. Libraries can offer
more integration of software and content and create collaborative creation
spaces for users. For things like presentations, the future is already here.
Google is launching an offline version

of Google Docs. We used to call that
Microsoft Office (grin).

15. RSS groups and readers.
We’re already addicted to our
Bloglines and Google Reader feeds.
It’s so much simpler to read blogs that
way. New RSS tools let us use them
to our advantage to cluster similar topics together on our Web sites, such
as a local news ticker, or to schedule
weekly or daily lessons. Watch RSS go
hot but hidden.

16. Podcasts and music.
Many libraries are creating and offering podcasts to users or having users
make podcasts themselves. We can
post them on our Web sites for educational purposes. It’s exciting to look
into the plethora of podcast search
engines. Searching music/video collections, both pay and free—like iTunes,
Limewire and SpiralFrog—for resources in the collection development and
research mode has exciting potential.
If we learn from services like Pandora,
can we think about what the information channel of the future—driven by
metadata and social tagging—might
look like?

17. Streaming media.
It’s essential to watch the changes in
video learning and production. DVDs
are going away; streaming is in. Sets of
streaming media are already available
to libraries, but the technology isn’t
perfect. We shouldn’t wait for perfection, but should work with it now. It’s a
space to watch for innovation.

18. Custom search and
micro-federation.
Watch services like Google Custom
Search Engine (CSE) to try grouping

The ability to have one secure ID rather than multiple usernames
and passwords is a major way to remove barriers to a successful
Web user experience.
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library blogs or certain databases by
subject. It is best built locally to focus
on specific user niches.

19. OpenID.
Federated identity management is
the Holy Grail. The huge number
of major players that are adopting
or agreeing to adopt the emerging
OpenID standard is exciting. The
ability to have one secure ID rather
than multiple usernames and passwords is a major way to remove barriers to a successful Web user experience. Watch as this grows. As people
get better at managing their Web
presence and doing it in a “safe”
manner, we will see the emergence
of users’ having different identities—
such as parent, librarian, researcher,
student—and sophisticated management of multi-dimensional identities.
Combine this with avatars and the
whole works becomes very exciting.

20. E-learning.
There is so much happening in this
space that it is a task unto itself.
Solutions are being experimented
with to address multi-dimensional
learning styles. Services from enduser-ready learning objects to
full courses are reaching market
through aggregations like SLA’s Click

This is SLA’s year of innovation:
Innovate in 2008. We’re committed
to providing learning opportunities for
all members to keep up to speed with
the changes in the world. Watch for
and visit our Innovation Laboratory,
the 23 Things Learning 2.0 initiative, and Click University—and use
the free Click U ebrary e-books,

We need to determine how e-books can be combined with other
e-content and integrated into other formats, including hard copy.

University. E-learning is the expansion of learning modality, the removal
of the distance barrier. Libraries are
beginning to address such opportunities as Blackboard, Atomic Learning
and a raft of private and public sector initiatives. It’s one to watch.

NewsGator feeds, Factiva alerts and
everything else SLA offers as a valuable asset to your membership.
Partner with your fellow members,
chapters, and divisions. What do we
have to lose? SLA
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Your Enterprise and Copyright:
What Is Your Risk Tolerance?
Your
Dept.organization’s
Deck
culture and policies may determine how
much infringement risk you’re willing to take.
BY LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS

What is Copyright Risk
Management?
Some matters in copyright law are
straightforward while others are subject
to interpretation. In the library world,
applying fair use to any particular situation, for instance, is often a gray area.
Although you can apply the four factors set out in the U.S. Copyright Act to
your situation at hand, it is ultimately
up to a court of law to decide whether
fair use applies or not.
Copyright risk management is about
determining how to deal with gray
areas. In other words, is your enterprise ever willing to take any copyright
risks? If so, in what circumstances?

Risks Involved
There are several risks you may face
when using a copyright-protected work
for which you do not have permission.
First, you may face paying a copyright fee after using the copyrightprotected work. In the worst-case
scenario, you may be subject to a lawsuit (which would more than likely be
settled out of court).
Second, you may face public embarrassment by the fact that you used
copyright materials in which you did
not have the permission. This may be
damaging, especially for a publicly
funded organization or an organization
that creates, licenses, or distributes
copyright-protected works or other
intellectual property.
Third, you may need to stop using
the non-cleared work, which may
encompass such things as removing an
image from your Web site, or reprinting
a publication. Of course, if your use is
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on a Web site, the unauthorized work
is much easier to remove.

Assessing Your Risks
To assess your risk of using non-cleared
materials, consider the following:
• The origin of the works. Is the author
well known? This may be riskier.
Does the author or copyright holder
have a reputation for strictly guarding uses of its works? Is the copyright owner likely to pursue legal
action or to negotiate a copyright
fee? Is the copyright owner likely to
proceed through a trial if he commences an action?
• Who will have access to the works?
If it is being reproduced on the Web,
then it is accessible to a huge number of people around the world.
• Your budget for after-the-fact royalty
payments, settlements out of court,
court-related fees, and infringementrelated legal advice.

• Whether you have insurance coverage for copyright infringement.
Would this use be covered? How
would this affect your coverage
and premiums?
• The “emotional” costs of a claim
against you for copyright infringement. How would this affect your
employees and governing body?
• The time and inconvenience of
dealing with an infringement claim
compared to the advantages of using
authorized materials.
Before using non-cleared work, consider all possible alternatives to using
the work without permission. Are there
similar works you could use with permission? Are there works in the public
domain? Could an employee create a
new work?

Steps You Can Take to
Decrease Your Risk
There are several things you can do to
reduce your risk of copyright infringement. These include:
• Immediately consult your lawyer
if you think you may be infringing
copyright.
• Where appropriate, purchase insurance that will cover costs such as
after-the-fact licenses and monetary
payments to the copyright owner.
• Implement a written procedure on
obtaining copyright permissions. Make
sure the procedure is consistently

Implement a written procedure on obtaining copyright
permissions. Make sure the procedure is consistently
used throughout your enterprise.
• The “political” consequences of
using materials without permission? Would bad publicity mean
less public funding? What would
be the message to the public about
respect for copyright law? Would it
harm your organization in any nonmonetary manner?
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used throughout your enterprise.
• Educate your staff about fair use/
dealing and any applicable copyright
exceptions—and the penalties for
violating copyright—as your organization may be liable for an employee’s infringement.
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• Be familiar with the provisions of any
licenses you have signed, as these
are often more restrictive than copyright law. Understand your licenses
before signing them, and educate
those who use licensed content
about the terms and conditions of
that use.
• Keep a register of computer software
you have purchased, how many
licenses you have purchased for
each program, and who is currently
using those licenses. You should
also lock original software in a
secure location.
• Conduct periodic copyright compliance spot checks in your enterprise.
• Research and track developments
related to your country’s copyright
statute, international developments,
court cases interpreting the law, and
policies and procedures implemented at similar organizations.
• Attend lectures and workshops on
copyright law and license agreements.

• Develop a written copyright policy
and keep it regularly updated. Make
it available to all in your enterprise.

Be Proactive
It is best to consider your enterprise’s
policies and how you would proceed
in a “gray” situation or when a work
is used without permission—now.
Discuss the issue with relevant people
at work, possibly form a discussion
group and role-play various scenarios,

and develop written policies or procedures to guide you through any copyright risk assessment situations.
In each situation, you must make
a decision with which you are comfortable—and is consistent with
other policies of your organization,
and justifiable in the circumstances.
Having some “experience” in this
will help you when a real copyright
risk question arises. SLA

LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS is a copyright lawyer who works on legal,
business, and strategic issues in the publishing, content, entertainment, Internet, and information industries. She is the editor of the
print publication, The Copyright and New Media Law Newsletter. For
a sample copy of the newsletter, e-mail contact@copyrightlaws.com.
She also is a professor at SLA’s Click University. In January, Click
U began a new program, “Certificate in Copyright Management:
Principles and Issues,” which she designed specifically for SLA
members and teaches. For details, see www.clickuniversity.com.

Click
University
19 March 2008
Preparing to Make a Business Case
Presenter: Maggie Weaver, Principal,
Shaftesbury Associates

9 April 2008
Electronic Collection Development, Part 1:
E-library Collection Planning
Presenter: Diane K. Kovacs, President
Kovacs Consulting—Internet & Web Training

0803

www.sla.org/clickulive
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In the Future, Quality Service
Will Continue to be Prized
Dept. Deck
People
in Generation Y may have different expectations,
but they still value libraries—and the services they offer.
BY DEBBIE SCHACHTER

I recently attended the SLA Leadership
Summit as the president-elect of the
Western Canada Chapter. Among the
most interesting discussions taking
place were those relating to the perception of SLA as an association, and
special librarians as a profession, as
enduring and relevant.
In particular, the focus for these
types of discussions was and continues to be how we can position
ourselves as integral to the future of
our organizations and industries, and
perhaps most important, to the emerging new generation of leaders. To this
end, SLA has engaged the firm of
Fleishman Hillard Inc. to undertake
an “Alignment Project.” The project
involves research and recommendations addressing the question of how
special librarians need to align themselves to address the changing values
and expectations of our clientele.
When we receive the results of this
research work, we may find some
of the recommendations difficult to
accept. One of the comments made
in a session at the Leadership Summit
was that what may be important to
information professionals is not necessarily what is important to those who
pay for the service. That is, valuing
accuracy over speed, for example,
does not necessarily align with what
today’s special library users value.
It will be interesting to receive more
information, in the context of the complete findings of this study, as to what
ultimately are the recommendations
for the future of our services.
As with all advice, however, we have
to determine where we draw the line
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between providing the users and the
organizational power brokers with what
they want, while at the same time being
more than simply a transitory service.
Librarians have developed skills and
principles of information collection,
management, synthesis, and dissemination that are the foundations of any
information service. What is the line
between offering what the user wants
and investing time and money educating users to become better consumers? Where and when do we push
back? Educating and broadly disseminating special library value principles
to ensure that business leaders “get
it” is more than what the individual

startling amount of awareness of what
makes good versus poor supervision
and management. Students today, the
Generation “Y” cohort, are generally
articulate and willing to express their
thoughts and expectations as consumers
and active participants in their own education, perhaps more than ever before.
There is a significant amount of literature on generational issues in the
workplace, and how we, as managers, need to modify our behaviors and
styles based on the individual employee’s generation. Obviously not every
member of a generation will behave
in the same way, but certainly, each
generation’s shared social, cultural,
educational, and economic experiences tend to create similarities that
cannot be ignored.
Within the workplace, both employees and new library or information
center users are beginning to make
their presence known, and this new
wave will have an increasing impact
on how we do business. Generation
Y—or those roughly 18-30—are the
youngsters in our workplaces now,
and they make up only one of three
generations that may be employed in

Even with limited experience, however, the students have a
startling amount of awareness of what makes good versus
poor supervision and management.

can do alone—it requires the collaboration of educators and associations,
as well as individual librarians. It is
a multi-pronged approach that takes
time to demonstrate results.
This winter I am co-teaching a
course on supervision, and it is interesting to be working directly with the
newest generation of individuals who
are about to enter the workplace,
and specifically the library world. The
group I am teaching is, by far, new to
the workplace. Even with limited experience, however, the students have a
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your information center at one time.
Certainly there is evidence that the
behaviors and expectations of younger
generations, such as the X’ers and Y’s,
are different from the largest group
still in the workplace—the Boomers.
One example of the difference is in the
younger generations’ expectations of
their involvement in the management
of the library.
Also, our changing client base is
going to lead to more questioning
of values and practices that special
libraries have developed over time.
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Especially for those who have been in
the workplace for some time, the possibility of dramatic and often seemingly destructive change can be difficult.
Younger or newer members of the
department or organization often bring
with them the questioning of all that
came before, which may unsettle
existing staff. Just because “this is
the way we do it” does not satisfy the
younger generations, and their expectation of transparency and dialogue
in the workplace may not be a shared
value. The questioning nature of a Ygeneration librarian, who may want to
know the reasons behind a policy or
a standard procedure, may lead to a
misinterpretation of motives, and older
generations may see this as not valuing traditional practices.

Future Library Users
Even while we see the ongoing dramatic changes in how consumers
access information and the recent
trend to proclaim the end of libraries,
there is good news on the horizon.
Recently, someone sent me an article
published by Reuters online reporting that library usage is actually on
the increase—and it is the younger
generations who are making use of
libraries and their resources beyond
any other group. In “Generation Y
the biggest user of libraries: survey,”
researchers reported high library
usage by Generation Y-users. “Of the
53 percent of U.S. adults who said
they visited a library in 2007, the biggest users were young adults aged 18
to 30 in the tech-loving group known
as Generation Y” (http://www.reuters.
com/article/domesticNews/idUSN284
9864420071230?pageNumber=2&vir
tualBrandChannel=0&sp=true). (Also,
see Information Outlook, February
2008, for a report on the same survey.)
Why should we be excited about
these findings? They clearly show
that the work of educating the future
generation of library users has been
underway since the proliferation of
access to information through the
Internet at our homes, schools, and
library systems. This is good news for

We have to determine where we draw the line between providing
the users and the organizational power brokers with what
they want, while at the same time being more than simply a
transitory service.
special libraries, because these young
people today are the future influencers
for our information centre services.
“These findings turn our thinking
about libraries upside down,” said
Leigh Estabrook, a professor emerita
at the University of Illinois and coauthor of a report on the survey
results. “Internet use seems to create
an information hunger and it is information-savvy young people who are
most likely to visit libraries,” she said.
These results clearly speak to the
fact that, over time, users become
more sophisticated with information retrieval through their use of the
Internet and commercial database
resources. They discover the difficulty
of weeding through the masses of information to obtain the quality information
they seek, or they discover the limitations of what is available free of charge
versus through commercial databases
to which their libraries subscribe.
The value of libraries and information professionals is much clearer to
these sophisticated users than for
many in the older generations. The
good news is that these younger-generation individuals use library services
and understand the value of them,
and most importantly, that these are

the people who will be the bulk of
our clientele in the near future. We
need to be ready to target them as the
future “influencers” in our organizations, as those who clearly value quality information and who will understand
the role information professionals play
in improved decision-making.
For both as our newest and future
employees, and for our ever-increasing client base, we need to be ready
to challenge our own preconceived
notions. As library leaders, we need to
discover how to address the questions
before they are asked. Contrary to the
belief that libraries are valued less and
less by the younger generations, our
value is clearly recognized by these
groups. But the way our future libraries will operate may be far from the
traditional methods that we are still
attached to. Our core values won’t
need to change, but our ways of doing
business and means of promoting ourselves and our services must. SLA

DEBBIE SCHACHTER has a master’s degree in library science
and a master’s degree in business administration. She is the associate executive director of the Jewish Family Service Agency in
Vancouver, British Columbia, where she is responsible for financial
management, human resources, database and IT systems, and
grant application management. Schachter has more than 15 years
of experience in management and supervision, technology planning
and support, in a variety of nonprofit and for-profit settings. She
can be reached at dschachter@jfsa.ca.
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COMING EVENTS / AD INDEX

OTHER EVENTS
MARCH

For more information on these SLA
online seminars—and to register—
go to www.sla.org/clickulive.

MARCH
19
Preparing to Make a Business Case

APRIL
Electronic Collection
Development
9
Part 1:
E-library Collection Planning
23
Part 2:
E-library Collection Strategies,
Organization, and Maintenance

MAY
7
Tough Questions—Good Answers:
Learning to Answer the Toughest
Questions with Good Communications
Messages
21
Social Networking Tools:
Hands-on Learning

AUGUST
Dealing with Difficult People
13
Part 1:
Don’t Let Other People Decide How You
will Behave
20
Part 2:
What Was I Thinking!

For information on these and other
Click University courses and seminars—including new classes on copyright—see www.clickuniversity.com.

12-15
14th ACRL National Conference
Association of College and Research
Libraries
Seattle
www.acrl.org/ala/acrl/acrlevents/seattle/
seattle.cfm
16-18
ASIDIC Spring Meeting
Association of Information and
Dissemination Centers
Las Vegas
www.asidic.org/meetings/spring08.htm
17-18
EIA 17th Annual Conference
European Information Association
Chester, U.K.
www.eia.org.uk/conference.html

15-17
14th Annual Conference Arabian Gulf
Chapter of SLA
Doha, Qatar
www.qu.edu.qa/html/SLA_08_index.
php?accom
16-18
Wisconsin Association of Academic
Librarians Annual Conference
Manitowoc, Wisconsin
www.wla.lib.wi.us/waal/conferences/2008
18-20
AUKML Conference
Association of U.K. Media Librarians
Manchester, U.K.
www.aukml.org.uk

18-21
Electronic Resources and Libraries
2008
Atlanta
www.electroniclibrarian.org/ocs/index.
php/erl/2008

21-22
International Copyright Symposium
Amsterdam World Book Capital
Foundation
Amsterdam

25-29
PLA 12th National Conference
Public Library Association
Minneapolis
www.placonference.org

21-24
IATUL Conference 2008
International Association of
Technological University Libraries
Auckland
www.aut.ac.nz/iatul2008/

27-28
IACRL Spring Conference
Illinois Association of College and
Research Libraries
Bloomington, Illinois
http://iacrl.net/2008%20Conference/
2008index.html

30 April-3 May
American Society of Indexers
Denver
www.asindexing.org/site/conferences/
conf2008/index.shtml

28
ALIA Education and Workforce Summit
Australian Library and Information
Association
Melbourne
www.alia.org.au/education/summit08

MAY

APRIL

12-15
CARL/ABRC Annual General Meeting
Canadian Association of Research
Libraries
Kingston, Ontario

1-3
IFLA International Newspaper
Conference
Singapore
http://blogs.nlb.gov.sg/newspaper_conf08
7-9
Computers in Libraries
Information Today
Arlington, Virginia
www.infotoday.com/cil2008/default.shtml
10-14
Information Architecture Summit
ASIS&T
Miami
www.iasummit.org/2008
13-15
Buying and Selling E-content
Information Today
Scottsdale, Arizona
www.buy-sell-econtent.com
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14-16
APLIC-I 41st Annual Conference
Association for Population/Family
Planning Libraries and Information
Centers International
New Orleans
www.aplici.org/conferences/2008
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6-9
Substance Abuse Librarians and
Information Specialists
Seattle
www.salis.org/conference/conference.html

16-21
2008 MLA Annual Meeting
Medical Library Association
Chicago
www.mlanet.org/am/am2008
19-21
Enterprise Search Summit
Information Today
New York
www.enterprisesearchsummit.com/default.
shtml
26-30
CHLA/ABSC Conference 2008
Canadian Health Libraries
Association
Halifax, Nova Scotia
www.chla-absc.ca/2008/index.html

JUNE 15-18
SLA Annual Conference
Seattle, Washington
www.sla.org/content/Events/conference/
ac2008/index.cfm

29 May-1 June
CLA/ACB National Conference and
Trade Show
Canadian Library Association
Montreal

JUNE
2-6
Polar Library Colloquy 2008
Canadian Circumpolar Institute and
University of Alberta Libraries
Edmonton, Alberta,
www.library.ualberta.ca/ocs2/index.php/plc/
PLC2008
2-7
Libraries in the Digital Age
Dubrovnik and Mljet, Croatia
www.ffos.hr/lida
5-7
CAIS/ACSI 36th Annual Conference
Canadian Association for Information
Science
Vancouver, British Columbia
www.cais-acsi.ca/2008call.htm
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INFO MANAGEMENT

Get Dirty, Harry, and Take On
Those Unpopular Projects
If you want to do a better job, get uncomfortable, stretch for
the difficult goals, even if you can’t quite reach them.
BY JOHN R. LATHAM

Followers of this column know that I
love anecdotes, and will not be surprised that I loved the recent article
in CIO summarizing a successful
CIO’s advice on career paths, “It
Worked for Me: Career Advice from
Top CIOs” (http://www.cio.com/article/177550/). With paragraph headings like “Get uncomfortable,” “Fall
on your sword” and “Love it or leave
it,” it had my attention.
It is human nature—or is it old
age?—but we all like to work within
our comfort levels. This is not recommended for either your career or
your information center. We all have
degrees in this, that, or the other, and
probably in library and information
science. But once you are skipping
along your career path, the academic
credentials mean less and less. Most
of us are lucky enough to have opportunities to enhance our skills through
internal or external training, but this
does not do you much good unless
you put these new skills into practice.
I attended HTML classes as
required, but it was only after I was
put in charge of the SLA Web site
that I really learned that skill. I was
certainly not comfortable at the time
taking over additional responsibilities
and having to seriously learn about
HTML, but little did I know that Web
editors could be created in no time at
all, and a detailed knowledge of HTML
became almost redundant.
Your information services should
not be allowed to get comfortable,
either. Receiving rave reviews from
your users does not guarantee that
you are providing the best services.
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Should your current users be receiving new or improved services that
would enhance their ability to do their
jobs better? You are not hearing from
the people within your organization
who are not your customers, so you
need to work on their coming aboard.
Don’t get comfortable.
Many years ago when I was managing partner of a large firm of accountants in the U.K., a young accountant
came to me to explain that he was
floundering on the project I had set
him and was not going to meet the
deadlines. Because he had the good
sense to see me early enough and
ask for help, I was able to set him
on the right tracks and, more importantly, explain to the client that there
were going to be delays. Some of the
problem was that I had not explained
the project to him clearly enough at
the outset. This can easily happen to
us when we are given important and
complicated projects. Damage limitation is much more likely to be successful if you fall on your sword and
’fess up early.

Play It Un-Safe

is not a success, you will have been
noticed and been seen to have the
guts not to play it safe. This advice
works for your information center or
library just as well. Take a risk and
volunteer your department for that
unpopular project, especially if looks
to be something that the information
center would not be expected to do.
We have skills of which our organizations are just not aware, and taking on
the non-traditional roles will expand
our horizons and get us noticed. Don’t
play it safe.
The advice “Love it or leave it”
reminded me of the importance of
enjoying what you do. Apart from the
fact that one spends an inordinate
amount of time at work, so you had
better enjoy it, it is also a fact that
enthusiasm is infectious. Your staff will
be much more motivated if you are full
of enthusiasm, and it will show you in
a good light with your management
and users. Whether it is actually proven or not, I always feel that someone
who is so full of enthusiasm is obviously going to do a good job for me.
One of the corollaries to my advice
that one should seek recognition by
getting involved in working groups,
task forces and the like is that they
give you the opportunity to see what
really needs to be done within your
organization. This may include wholesale reviews of an organization’s
structure or working practices. You
may not feel that this is something for
which you are trained, but it may be
time to get dirty and help mucking out
the stables. You might just be able to
ensure that your stable is not closed
for good. SLA

Go for the projects that everyone else
is afraid of, was another tip in the
CIO article. Even if the project fails or
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The CCRM curriculum is designed to
help an organization properly manage
their content rights.
Topics covered in the CCRM course include:

Ì Understanding vital copyright law components and concepts,
including the fair use defense and orphan works

Ì Evaluating and managing different types of content
rights within licenses to help lower liability and costs

Ì Developing, communicating, and maintaining a content
rights management plan within your organization

Who Should Attend
All professionals who purchase, manage or create
content and are responsible for ensuring that it is used
appropriately and that the content rights are maximized at
all levels of the organization.
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LicenseLogic is the training company of the CCRM and consults in
content rights management. In addition, LicenseLogic administers
the SIIA-sponsored Certiﬁed Software Manager and Advanced
Software Manager professional designations.

visit www.licenselogic.com for details
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